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Pref ace 
'!he County Road and Bridge Evaluation program was taken frcxn 
Baumel, c. Phillip, Cathy A. Hamlett, and Gregory R. Pautsch, "The 
Econanics of Reducing the County Road System: 'Ihree Case Studies in 
Iowa." 'Ihe program:; can be executed on an IBM per-sonal ccmputer with 
at least 300K of storage. '!he personal computer must have a fixed disk 
with at least 3 megabytes of storage. '!he ccmputer must be equipped 
with DOS version 3.0, and the programs are written in Fortran. 
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COUNIY ROAD EVALUATION PRCGRAM 
'lhe County Road Evaluation Program is designed to enable county 
engineers to: 
1. estimate the additional travel costs to the traveling public 
from county road abandonment or conversion of county roads to 
private drives, 
2. estimate the investment cost savings from county road 
abandonment or conversion to private drives, and 
3. compute a benefit-cost ratio for road abandonment or private 
drive decisions. 
'lbe underlying logic of the County Road Evaluation Program is described 
in Baumel, Hamlett and Pautsch. 
I. DATA REQUIREMENTS 
'lbe first data set to be created for the County Road Evaluation 
Program is the road network. A network consists of a set of nodes 
connected by a set of arcs. A node represents a p::>int !t.ihere trips 
originate, are relayed, or tenninate. Arcs represent the roads 'i'tlich 
allow traffic to flow between the nodes. Each arc in the network is 
described by: 
a) a beg inning node 
b) an ending node 
c) a distance 
d) a weight constraint 
e) a width constraint 
f) the length of any bridge on the arc 
3 
Figure 1. A sample network of a one mile by one mile study area 
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g) the width of any bridge on the arc 
h) a surface code 
. 'lbe program requires four types of arcs to be created in a 
complete rural road and bridge network. 'l'he first type of arc is 
called a study area arc. A study area arc is created by dividing the 
roads in the study area into half- _or quarter-mile segments. In 
figure 1, the roads in the one mile by one mile study area are divided 
into half- and quarter-mile segments. A node is placed at each 
intersection and at the end of each road segment. The node numbers 
must start at one and be sequential. A number cannot be skipped. All 
of the nodes on study area arcs should be assigned numbers before 
numbers are assigned to the nodes on all other types of arcs. 'Ihe 
nodes on the study area arcs in the figure 1 study area begin at one 
and rrove sequentially to ten. 'Ihe ro~ segment connecting node 1 with 
node 5 is represented by two arcs. 'lbe arc allowing traffic to flow 
from node to node 5 has a beginning node number of 1 and an ending 
node number of S, while the arc allowing traffic to flow frcm node S to 
node 1 has a beginning node m.mt:Jer of S and an ending node number of 1. 
'lbe distance of study area arcs must be an integer. Since the 
road segment between nodes 1 and 5 is one-half mile long, the distance 
for the two arcs representing this road segment is equal to SO. 'Ihe 
distance for a mile road segrrent is 100, and the distance for a 
quarter-mile segment is 25. 
In figure 1, a bridge is located on the road segment connecting 
nodes 5 and 7. 'lbe distance of any arc which has a bridge is given a 
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distance of 25. Hence, a node must be placed one-eighth of a mile away 
from both ends of the bridge. '!be weight constraint of an arc is the 
weight of the heaviest vehicle able to travel over its correspondif13 
road segment, while the width constraint is the width of the widest 
vehicle able to travel over its corresponding road segment. Both the 
weight and width constraints must be integers. The weight constraint 
is measured in tons, while the width constraint is measured in feet. 
'!he length and width of any bridge on an arc must be integers and 
both are measured in feet. If an arc does not have a bridge, the 
bridge length and width of that arc is set at zero. 
'!be surface code of a study area arc can be any of the following 
m.mibers: · 
tyte of road code 
paved county road 
gravel county road 2 
dirt county road 3 
paved non-county road 4 
A paved non-county road is a state or interstate highway located in the 
study area. 
'!be second type of arc to be created is outside arcs. Outside 
arcs are created to allow the canputer to route vehicles through the 
study area when traveling to destinations outside of the study area. 
Outside nodes are placed north, south, east, and west of the study 
area. '!be node number for the outside nodes must start with the next 
number following the last number assigned to a study area arc and move 
sequentially. In figure 1, the nodes placed on the study area arcs 
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start at ohe and continue to 10. Hence, the numbers assigned to the 
outside nodes will start at 11 and continue on to 14. 
Outside arcs are formed by connecting the outside node to the 
nodes on the respective edge of the study area that allow traffic to 
leave t.'1e study area. In figure 1, the west outside node is connected 
to nodes 1 and 8 since nodes 1 and 8 allow travel westward out of the 
study area. The west outside node is not connected to nodes 5 and 7 
because nodes 5 and 7 do not allow travel westward out of the study 
area. Hence, if a farmer has a tract of land located west of the study 
area, the tract of land ~uld be given the west outside node as the 
destination. Any trip to that outside tract is routed fran the origin 
node within the study area to the west outside node. This allows for 
the calculation of within-study-area travel costs to destinations 
outside of the study area. 
'!he third type of arc to be created is highway arcs. A highway 
node is placed on each state or interstate highway in the study area. 
The numbers assigned to the highway nodes follow the last number 
assigned to an outside node and roove sequentially. In figure 1 , the 
highway node is assigned the value of 15 since the last nurrber assigned 
to an outside node is 14. A highway arc is created by connecting the 
highway node to the within-study-area nodes serving as access points to 
the highway. In figure 1, only node 3 serves as an access point to the 
highway; hence only node 3 is connected to node 15. Highway arcs are 
created to allow trips to distant locations under the assumption that 
travel to and f ran distant locations will maximize t.'1e use of state or 
interstate highway. 
is the highway node. 
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Therefore, the destination of any out-of-state trip 
The canputer will route the trips to the closest 
access to a state or interstate highway which is in the general 
direction of the true destination. 
'Ihe distance of all outside and highway arcs is set at 10,000 and 
the surface code is equal to 5. 'llle weight and width constraints of 
outside and highway arcs are set at a value so that all vehicles are 
able to travel over these arcs. The program does not consider bridges 
on outside and highway arcs; hence, the length and width of a bridge on 
outside and highway arcs should be set at zero. 
The final type of arc to be created is tract arcs. '!he origin or 
destination of many farm trips are to tracts of farm land. Tracts of 
farm land often have multiple access points. In roost cases, the access 
used depends _on the origin of the trip. Each tract of land within the 
study area is a5signed a tract node. '!be numbers assigned to tracts 
follow the last number assigned to a highway node and continue 
sequentially. A tract arc is formed by connecting the tract node to the 
nodes in the study area that serve as access points to the tract of 
land. Hence, in figure 1, the tract node (node 16) is connected to 
nodes 2, 5 and 9, since these nodes serve as access to the tract of 
land. When a farmer travels frcm tract to tract, the origin and 
destination should be coded as each tract node number. The ccmputer 
finds the cost-;n.inimizing route between the t~ tracts by finding the 
optimal access points to use for each trip. 
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'llle distance for tract arcs is set at 10,000 so that only trips 
which have the tract node as an origin or destination are routed over 
the arc. '.Ibis high distance value essentially prevents overhead 
traffic from "driving through the field." 'Ihe surface code for tract 
arcs is 6. 'llle ~ight and width constraints of tract arcs must be set 
at a value so that all vehicles are able to travel over these arcs. 
'Ihe length and width of any bridge on tract arcs is set at zero, since 
no bridges are located on tract arcs. 
'Ihe second data set to be created is the travel information data 
set. 'Ihe origin node number, destination node number, number of trips 
and the vehicle type code number must be entered into this data set. 
Table 1 shows the various vehicle code numbers for various types of 
vehicles. 'Ihe sample study area in figure 2 includes three households 
numbered 1, 2 and 3. Suppose they furnished the following travel 
information (all trips are "one way," that is, they do not include 
return trips): 
House.11old 1 : 
S trips per ~ek to N City in the family car 
4 trips per roonth to N City in a pickup 
2 trips per day to the field (node 16 in the diagram) in a 
pickup 
2 trips per day to the field during fall harvest in a tractor 
pulling a 450-bushel wagon 
5 trips to the field in a 6-row combine during harvest 
.. 
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Single axle truck - half loaded 
Tandem axle truck - empty 
Tractor pulling equipnent 
Tractor pulling equipnent with tin'eliness 
Pickup pulling trailer 
Garbage truck 
Carmercial semitrailer - empty 
Tractor 
Canbine - 2-row 
Canbine - 4-row 
Canbine - 6 or 8-row 
Tractor pulling 125-bu. wagon - empty 
Tractor pulling 250-bu. wagon - empty 
Tractor pulling 350-bu. wagon - ernpty 
Tractor pulling 450-bu. w...1gon - empty 
Tractor pulling 550-bu. wagon - einpty 
Tractor pulling 2 350-bu. wagons - empty 
Tractor pulling 2 450-bu. wagons - empty 
Single axle truck with pup - empty , 
Farm senitrailer - empty 
Tandem axle truck with pu~ - empty 
Single axle truck pulling 250-bu. wagon - empty 
Single axle truck pulling 350-bu. wagon - empty 
Tandem axle truck pulling 450-bu. wagon - empty 
Tractor pulling grain buggy - empty 
Tandem axle truck pulling 550-bu. wagon - empty . 
Tandem axle truck pulling 2 350-bu. wagons - empty 
Tandem axle truck pulling 2 450-bu. wagons - enpty 
Carmercial semitrailer - loaded 
Tandem axle truck - loaded 
Farm semitrailer- loaded 
Single axle truck with pup - loaded 
Tandem axle truck with pup - loaded 
Tractor pulling 125-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tractor pulling 250-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tractor pulling grain buggy - loaded 
Tractor pulling 350-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tractor pulling 450-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tractor pulling 550-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tractor pulling 2 350-bu. wagons - loaded 
Tractor pulling 2 450-bu. wagons - loaded 
Single axle truck pulling 250-bu. wagon - loaded 
Single axle truck pulling 350-bu • ....agon - loaded 
Tandem axle truck pulling 450-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tandem axle truck pulling 550-bu. wagon - loaded 
Tandem axle truck pulling 2 350-bu. wagons - loaded 
Tandem axle truck pulling 2 450-bu. wagons - loaded 
I 
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Figure 2. Sample study area. 
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5 trips per year fran S City in a tandem axle truck pulling a 
pup 
Household 2: 
10 trips per week to S City in an autcmobile 
1 trip per roonth to N City in a pickup 
2 trips per year to a distant location (using a major 
highway) in a car 
3 trips per week to a neighbor, Household 1 in a pickup 
Household 3: 
15 trips per week to a city east of the,study area in a car 
5 trips per year to N City in a carrnericial semitrailer 
4 trips per year frcm S City in a single axle truck 
In &raller study areas, many trips originating within the study 
area go to outside locations, and many trips destined to locations 
within the study area begin at origins outside the study area. A. 
axnplete estimation of travel data for a given household must include 
infonnation on all their· trips, both going to and caning frcm locations 
inside and outside the study area. 
Once travel data has been collected for all households in the 
study area, the three steps in getting it ready for the County Road 
Evaluation Program are: 
STEP 1 
First, trip information must be converted to comnon units, such as 
nunber of trips per year. Because there are 52 weeks in a year, 12 
11 
_ironths, 365 days, and one-quarter of these per season, the following 
conversions should be us€d: 
1 trip per day = 1 x 365 = 365 trips per year 
5 trips per week = 5 x 52 = 260 trips per year 
1 trip per month = x 12 = 12 trips per year 
trip per day per season = l x 365 x 1/4 = 91 trips per year 
STEP 2 
Origin and destination nodes must be assigned to each trip, i.e. 
"requested route.n F.ach household must be given a location node based 
on the closest node in the study area. In the case Wl.ere a household 
is located exactly bet~en two nodes, it should be assigned to the node 
nearest the middle of the arc on Wl.ich it lies. In our example, House-
hold 1 is located near node 2, while Households 2 and 3 are both 
closest to node 6. Hence, travel originating at Household 1 is given 
an origin node of 2. Travel originating at the field in the sample 
study area would be assigned an origin node of 16, the node of that 
tract of land. Travel originating outside the study area would be 
'3iven the appropriate outside node as its origin, or, if travel origin-
ated at a distant location, the major highway node ( 15). Similarly, a 
destination node for each requested route must be assigned. Trips to 
Household 2, for exait;')le, \ooOuld have the destination node 6. Trips 
going to N City would be assigned the destination node 11, because 




The third step is to assign vehicle code numbers to each vehicle, 
based on the nl.11lbers given in table 1. For example, an autoroobile is 
given 1 as its· code mm'b<er. School buses and postal vehicles are 
excluded frcm table 1. School bus and postal service vehicles are 
routed based on larger geographic areas, and any change in school bus 
and postal travel costs must be calculated by hand. Table 2 presents a 
list of the coded travel information given for the sample study area in 
figure 2. 
Table 2. 'Ihe cooed travel infonnation for the sample study area. 





















































Another required data ·set concerns vehicle groupings. Vehicle 
groupings allow several vehicles to be routed together to increase the 
efficiency of the canputer. The vehicles in a grouping should have 
similar weight and width characteristics. Also, the ratios of cost per 
mile of traveling over a gravel surface to a paved surf ace and the cost 
per mile of traveling over a dirt surf ace must be similar. For each 
vehicle grouping, the following infonnation is required: 
a) the representative weight (in tons) 
b) the representative width (in feet) 
c) the representative ratio of cost per mile of travel over a 
gravel surface to a paved surface 
d) the representative ratio of cost per mile of traveling over a 
dirt surface to a paved surface 
e) the total m.mt>er of vehicles in the grouping 
In addition, the vehicle code numbers in table 1 and the variable cost 
in cents per mile of traveling over a paved surface must be entered 
into the vehicle grouping data set • 
• 
'the representative weight and width of a vehicle grouping must be 
an integer value. 'ttle weight is expressed in tons, while the width is 
expressed in feet. '!he t....u representative ratios are rounded to t....u 
decimal places. The variable cost in cents per mile of traveling over 
a paved surface for a vehicle is rounded to one decimal place. 'Ihe 
total number of ·vehicles in a vehicle grouping can be any integer value 
of 15 or less. 
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'l'he next type of data required is the road maintenance, 
reconstruction and resurfacing cost data set. This data set requires 
that maintenance OJsts be separated into fixed and variable maintenance 
cost per mile of gravel, dirt and paved roads. 'l'he variable 
maintenance cost of a road is a function of the average daily traffic 
level of the road. The fixed maintenance cost of a road is the 
maintenance cost required independent of traffic levels. If the 
variable maintenance cost of paved roads is calculated using kip loads, 
insert zero for the paved road variable maintenance cost. An 
explanation of using kip loadings to calculate variable maintenance 
OJst of paved roads is presented later in the text 
The method used to calculate reconstruction and resurfacing C'Osts 
is based on Iowa data. Data sources in other states may vary, and the 
procedure used to calculate reconstruction and resurfacing costs may 
need to be roc>dif ied according to the available data. 
The reconstruction and resurfacing costs are taken frcm tables 3, 
4 and 5 which are extracted Eran the "Quadrennial Need Study on 
Highways, Roads and Streets for the Study Years 1982 through 2001." 
Table 3 shows a list of the 99 counties in Iowa and the cost area 
number for each county. Table 4 gives the cost area factors for each 
cost area, while table 5 shows the base reconstruction and resurfacing 
costs. These tables are used to calculate the per lane mile 
reconstruction and resurfacing cost for highway group numbers 3-8. 
Hamilton County, Iowa is used as an example to show the method of 
calculating reconstruction and resurfacing costs. Table 3 shows the 
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Table 3. 1982-2001 needs study cost areas. 
County Cost County Cost County Cost 
County nUnber area County number area County number Area 
Adair 1 4 Floyd 34 16 Monona 67 7 
Adams 2 4 Franklin 35 19 Monroe 68 2 
Allamakee 3 3 Freroont 36 9 Montganery 69 8 
Appanoose 4 2 Greene 37 15 Muscatine 70 14 
Aooubon 5 10 Grundy 38 20 O'Brien 71 19 
Benton 6 15 Guthrie 39 8 Osceola 72 16 
Black Hawk 7 20 Hamilton 40 21 Page 73 6 
Boone 8 17 Ban cock 41 19 Palo Alto· 74 16 
Bremer 9 17 Bardin 42 18 Plyioouth 75 13 
Buchanan 10 15 Harrison 43 7 Pocahantas 76 20 
Buena Vista 11 18 Henry 44 10 Polk 77 23 
Butler 12 17 Boward 45 8 Pottawattamie 78 9 
Calhoun 13 19 Humboldt 46 19 Poweshiek 79 13 
Carroll 14 15 Ida 47 13 Ringgold 80 
Cass 15 8 Iowa 48. 11 Sac 81 16 
Cedar 16 18 Jackson 49 11 Scott 82 22 
Cerro Gordo 17 21 Jasper 50 12 Shelby 83 11 
Cherokee 18 13 Jefferson 51 5 Sioux 84 15 
Chickasaw 19 11 Johnson 52 14 Story 85 18 
Clarke 20 1 Jones 53 12 Tama 86 11 
Clay 21 21 Keokuk 54 8 Taylor 87 3 
Clayton 22 7 Kossuth 55 19 Union 88 4 
Clinton 23 14 Dee 56 9 Van Buren 89 3 
Crawford 24 11 Linn 57 22 wapello 90 2 
Dallas 25 13 Louisa 58 13 Warren 91 9 
Davis 26 3 Lucas 59 1 washington 92 14 
Decatur 27 1 Lyon 60 16 wayne 93 1 
Delaware 28 16 Madison 61 6 Webster 94 20 
Des Moines 29 11 Mahaska 62 8 Winnebago 95 17 
Dickinson 30 13 Marion 63 9 Winneshiek 96 9 
DublXille 31 11 Marshall 64 14 Woodbury 97 9 
Emnet 21 16 Mills 65 9 ~rth 98 16 
Fayette 33 14 Mitchell 66 16 Wright 99 21 
Source: Iowa Department of Transportation, "Quadrennial Needs Stooy on Highways, 
Roads and Streets for Study Years 1982-2001." Voll.Ine I, Table 5-A. 
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Table 4. 1982-2001 needs study cost area factors. 
Grade Base 
Right- and and 
Cost area of-way drain surf ace Other Maintenance Administration 
l.00 1.00 1.19 1.00 0.90 1.00 
2 1.03 1.10 1.13 1.00 1. 19 1.00 
3 1.06 1.00 1.06 1.00 0.88 1.00 
4 1.08 1.00 1. 13 1.00 0.89 1.00 
5 1. 10 1. 10 1. 19 1.00 0.88 1.00 
6 1. 12 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.01 1.00 
7 1.15 1. 10 1.13 1.00 1.08 1.00 
8 1.17 1.00 1.13 1.00 0.87 1.00 
9 1. 19 1.00 1. 13 1.00 1.22 l.00 
10 1.22 1. 10 1.13 1.00 0.97 1.00 
11 1.26 1.29 1.00 1.00 1.29 1.00 
12 ·1 .26 1.10 1.06 1.00 1.07 1.00 
13 1.26 1.00 1.06 1.00 0.85 1.00 
14 1.33 0.60 L 19 1.00 1. 16 1.00 
15 1.33 0.60 1.13 1.00 0.89 1.00 
16 1.33 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 
17 1.38 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 
18 1.40 0.60 1.13 1.00 0.93 1.00 
19 1.42 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 
20 1.44 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 
21 1.47 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.06 1.00 
22 1.56 1.49 l.19 1.00 1.45 1.00 
23 1.33 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.82 1.00 
Source: Iowa Department of Transportation, "Quadrennial Need Study 
on Highways, Roads and Streets for Study Years 1982-2001." Volume I, 
Table 5-B. 
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Improvement type 9 (Resurfacing) 
17 ,000 71,000 11,000 
























Iowa Department of Transportation, "Quadrennial Need Study on 
Highways, Roads and Streets for Study Years 1982-2001." Volune I, 
Tables 5-k and 5-M. 
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Hamilton County cost area number to be 21. '!he cost area factors for 
cost area 21 are underlined in table 4. For the base reconstruction 
costs, use improverrent type 3 and the columns headed grade and drain, 
base and surface and miscellaneous in table 5. '!he steps to calculate 
the reconstruction cost for highway group number 6 are shown below. 
Step - Multiply the base grade and drain cost by the proper grade and 
drain factor: 
$12,000 x 0.60 = $7,200 per lane mile ( 1) 
Step 2 - Multiply the base solution base and surface cost by the proper 
base and surface factor: 
$14,000 x 1.00 = $14,000 per lane mile (2) 
Step 3 - Multiply the base miscellaneous cost by the proper 
miscellaneous factor. '!he miscellaneous cost factor is found 
under the column heading of Other in table 4: 
$500 x 1.00 = $500 per lane mile (3) 
Steo 4 - Sum the resulting numbers together in equations 1-3: 
$7,200 + $14,000 + $500 = $21,700 per lane mile (4) 
Step 5 - Multiply the resulting number in equation 4 by the engineering 
percentage and add this to the total number in equation 4. 
'!he engineering percentage for this example is 12.5 percent: 
{$21,700 x 0.125) + $21,700 = $24,412.50 per lane mile (5) 
Step 6 - Multiply the resulting number in equation 5 by the 
administrative percentage of 7 percent and add this to the 
number in equation 5. '!he administrative percentage of 7 
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percent is the same for all counties and highway group 
nurrbers: 
($24,412.50 x 0.07) + $24,412.50 = $26,121 per lane mile (6) 
The resulting number in equation 6 is rounded to the nearest 
dollar. This method of calculating reconstruction cost must be done 
for highway group numbers 3-8. 
To calculate resurfacing costs, the same cost area factors are 
used as in calculating reconstruction costs. The base resurfacing 
figures are foum in table 5 under improvement type 9. Use the colunns 
headed Base and Surf ace and Miscellaneous for calculating resurfacing 
costs. The method of using the engineering and administrative 
percentages is the same as in calculating reconstruction costs. Again, 
the administrative percentage of 7 percent is.the same for all counties 
and all highway group numbers. Table 6 sunnarizes the results of the 
reconstruction and resurfacing costs for the highway group numbers 3-8 
in Hamilton County, Iowa. 
Table 6. Reconstruction and ·resurfacing costs per lane mile by 
highway group number, Hamilton County, Iowa. 
Highway Reconstruction Resurfacing 
group number costs costs 
3 $183,687 $32,877 
4 123,505 30,094 
5 58, 141 25,881 
6 26, 121 17,454 
7 12,399 6,621 
8 7,824 4,213 
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Other- information to be included in the maintenance, recon-
, struction and resurfacing cost data are the number of years bet'Nee!l 
reconstruction of gravel, dirt and paved roads and the number of years 
between resurfacing of gravel and paved roads. Table 7 shows the 
frequency 'Nhich resurfacing and reconstruction costs can be charged to 
different types of roads. 
Table 7. Frequency of road resurfacing and reconstruction by road 













'I.he real interest rate, bridge maintenance cost per square foot, 
the per acre rental value of fannland in the county and the cost of 
converting the right-of-way into agricultural production are additional 
information needed in the maintenance, reconstruction and resurfacing 
data set. '!he per acre farmland rental values can be estimated in t!NO 
steps. First, the crop reporting district average rental rate per acre 
is calculated as a percent of the average land value in the crop 
reporting district. To obtain the estimated per acre county land rent, 
the year's average county fannland value is multiplied by the percent 
' . 
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that the average crop reporting district rental rates are of fann land 
value. 
The estimated value of the cost of converting the right-of-way 
into agricultural production by type of terrain is presented in table 8. 
Table 8. Estimated values of converting the right-of-way into 
agricultural production by type of terrain. 
Type of terrain 
Flat - minimal side ditch and grade 
Rolling - little if any end haul dirt to move 
Flat - good cross section of ditches and 
center line profile 
Rolling - substantial end haul, good cross 
section of center line profile and 
ditches 





The bridge maintenance cast per square foot is the annual square foot 
cost of keeping the bridges in an "as is" condition. 
The final data set concerns paved county roads. 'Ibis data set 
is created only if the variable maintenance cost of paved roads is 
calculated based on kip loadings. Therefore, if variable paved 
maintenance cost is calculated using average daily traffic levels, skip 
this section and do not create this data set. The following 
information is required in the paved county road data set: 
a) the beginning node of each paved county road segrrent 
b) the ending node of each paved county road segment 





d) the structural nurtber or slab thickness of each paved county 
road segment 
e) the design term of each paved county road segment 
f) the average annual paved road variable maintenance cost. 
I.f the road segment is rigid pavement, the slab thickness can be 
any integer between 6 and 11. The design tenn can be any number 
rounded to one decirral place between 6.5 and 13.9. If the road segment 
is of flexible pavement, the structural number can be any integer 
bet~n 1 and 6, while the design tenn can be any number rounded to one 
decimal place bet~n 2.0 and 4.7. 
'Ihe basic assumption underlying the maintenance cost for a paved 
road is that a portion of the cost varies directly with the number of 
axle loadings passing on the road. Therefore, the first step in 
estimating the maintenance costs is to express all vehicles in terms of 
equivalent 18,000-pound (18-kip) axle loadings that the road ~uld 
sustain through one pass by each vehicle. 
Pavements are designed to withstand the projected number of 18-kip 
loadings during the expected life of the road, usually 20 years. An 
increase in the projected number of 18-kip loadings within a given 
period of time will increase the maintenance cost of the road surface. 
'Ihe measure of pavement condition used is the Pavement Service-
ability Index (PSI). 'Ihis surface roughness index ranges fran 5.0 




Tables 9 and 10 show the remaining 18-kip load applications a 
pavement can be expected to sustain before resurfacing is needed at PSI 
of 2.0. Therefore, if the pavement was assumed to be new at 4.5 PSI 
and needing resurfacing at 2.0, the values in tables 9 and 10 can be 
used as estimates of the total nurrber of 18-kip loads the pavement can 
sustain before it needs resurfacing. 
The columns in tables 9 and 10 headed "Design term" are the 
pavement structure indicators used to determine the number of loads a 
road can withstand before it requires resurfacing. 'lhe origin of the 
roughness measurement is the AASHO Road Test of 1958-60. Roughness 
treasured in Pavement Serviceability Index (PSI) changes from a maximum 
of 5.0 to a selected value of 2.0 over time indicates an increase in 
roughness. 
The design term relates the number of passes of a standard 18,000 
pound axle load to the load carrying capacity of the various pavement 
layers. 'lhe design term indicates the nurrber of standard axle loads 
that can pass over a pavement before the roughness (PSI) reaches 2.0 
fer each flexible or rigid pavement thickness. 'lhe design term for 
each paved road should be computed frcrn pavement type and thickness 
infor:mation supplied by the county and the state department of 
transportation records. 
Tables 11 and 12 present the traffic equivalence factors for sin-
gle axle and tandem axles on rigid pavements. These tables indicate 
the 18-kip equivalence for a range of kip-loads on rigid pavements with 
slab thickness ranging frcm 6 to 11 inches. 
Table 9. Remaining 18-kip applications to a rigid pavement in very good condition before 
resurfacing will be required a,t PSI = 2.0, in thousands of applications by alternative 
design ternlS. * 
Design 
term .o • 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
6. 780 868 964 1,069 1,184 
7. 1,309 1,445 1,592 1, 753 1,927 2, 116 2,322 2,544' 2,785 3,046 
IV 
8. 3,327 3,632 3,961 4,316 4,700 5, 112 5,558 6,035 6,549 7 I 102 
"'"' 
9. 7,695 8,331 9,016 9,743 10 ,529 11,363 12,260 13,219 14,236 15,332 
10. 16,489 17, 730 19,046 20,450 21,943 23,523 25,212 26,996 28,900 30,917 
11. 33,045. 35,310 37,714 40,244 42,914 45,751 48,753 51,928 55,259 58,790 
12. 62,503 66,435 70,550 74,920 79,488 84,333 89,392 94,733 100,369 106,243 
13. 112,460 118,932 125,777 132,95"4 140,475 148,320 156,603 165,272 174,341 183,823 
• Initial road PSI = 4.5 
Source: American Association of State Highway Officials Conmittee on Transportation, Manual of 
· Instructions for Pavement Evaluation Survey, August, 1962. 
Table 10. Remaining 18-kip applications for a flexible pavement in very good condition before 
resurfacing will be required at PSI = 2.0 for alternative design tenru:;.* ** 
Design 
tenn .o • 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
2. (416) ( 656). (1,021) (1,530) (2,271) (3,315) (4,763) (6,746) (9,428) ( 13,309) N U1 
3. 18 24 32 42 55 71 92 117 148 189 
4. 233 289 357 438 535 651 788 950 1, 141 1,366 
5. 1,629 1,937 2,294 2,712 3, 196 3,758 4,406 5, 154 6,014 7,003 
6. 8, 137 9 ,434 ' 10,914 12,601 14,522 16,705 19, 177 21,979 25,147 28, 717 
7. 32,745 37,264 42,346 48,037 54,424 61,555 69,515 78,406 88,280 99,293 
8. 111,486 125,017 140,043 156,675 175,009 195,285 217 ,631 '242,220 269,296 299,082 
*Figures in parentheses are units; all others in thousands. 
**Initial PSI = 4.2 
Source: lvlerican Association of State Highway Officials Comnittee on Transport, Manual of Instructions 
for Pavements Evaluation Surve~. 
, . 
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Table 11. Traffic equivalence factors for single axles on rigid pavement 
where PSI = 2.0 
AxlA load Slab thickness in inches 
kips > 7 s g rn n 0 
2 0.0002 0 .0002· 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 
4 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
8 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
10 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
12 0. 19 0 .18 0. 18 0. 18 0. 17 0.17 
14 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 
16 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 
18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
20 1.55 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.58 1.59 
22 2.32 2.32 2.35 2.38 2.40 2.41 
24 3.37 3.34 3.40 3.47 3.51 3.53 
26 4.76 4.69 4.77 4.88 4.97 5.02 
28 6.59 6.44 6.52 6.70 6.85 6.94 
30 8 .9·2 8.68 8.74 8.98 9.23 9.39 
32 11.87 11.49 11.51 11.82 12.17 12.44 
34 15.55 15.00 14.95 15.30 15.78 16. 18 
36 20.07 19.30 19. 16 19.53 20. 14 20.71 
38 25.56 34.54 24.26 24.63 25.36 26. 14 
40 32. 18 30.85 30 .41 30.75 31.58 32.57 
Source: AASHO Interim Guide for Desi9n of Pavement Structures, 1972. 
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Table 12. Traffic equivalence factors for tandem axles on rigid 
pavements where PSI = 2.0. 
Axle load Slab thickness in inches 
kips b 7 e 9 Hj 11 
10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
12 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
14 0.05 0.05 o.o~ 0.05 0.05 0.05 
16 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 
18 a. 14 a. 14 0.13 a. 13 0. 13 0.13 
20 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 
22 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 
24 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 
26 0.63 0.64 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 
28 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 a.as 
30 1. 13 1.13 1. 14 1. 14 1.14 1.14 
32 1.48 1.45 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.51 
34 1.91 1.90 1.93 1.95 1.96 1.97 
36 2.42 2.41 2.45 2.49 2.51 2.52 
38 3.04 3.02 3.07 3.13 3 .17 3.19 
40 3.79 3.74 3.80 3.89 3.95 3.98 
42 4.67 4.59 4.66 4.78 4.87 4.93 
44 5.72 5.59 5.67 5.82 5.95 6.03 
46 6.94 6.76 6.83 7.02 7.20 7.31 
48 8.36 8. 12 8 .17 8.40 8.63 8.79 
Source: AASHO Interim Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 1972. 
Note: For tandem axle loads under 10 kips, the following equivalence 
factors ....ere utilized: 0.0004 for 4 kips, 0.0014 for 6 kips, 
arrl 0.004 for 8 kips. 
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Tables 13 and 14 present the traffic· equivalence factors for sin-
gle axles and tandem axles on flexible pavements for selected kip load-
ings and structural numbers. 
Table 15 indicates the number and type of axles and the loading on 
each axle for all vehicles used in the County Road Evaluation Program. 
'Ihis table, along with tables 11, 12, 13 and 14 yield the nl.lI'!Der of 
18-kip equivalent loads that each vehicle applies to a pavement. 'lbe 
18-kip equivalent nurrber is multiplied by the vehicle yearly traffic 
level on the road to obtain the total number of 18-kip loadings the 
vehicle applies to the road. Sunning over all vehicle types yields the 
annual number of 18-kip loadings applied to a road. 
'Ihe Iowa Department of Transportation repxts an aw'!rage total 
annual paved road maintenance cost. This number is multiplied by the 
cost area factor in table 4 under the heading of Maintenance for your 
county's cost area number. The result is the average total annual 
paved road maint::!nance cost fJer mile for your county. Your county's 
annual paved road fixed maintenance cost fJer mile is subtracted from 
average total annual paved road maintenance cost fJer mile to yield the 
average annual paved road variable maintenance cost. 
I I. CREATIN3 YOUR DATA SEl'S 
Creating Your Netw::irk Data Set 
To review, the following information is required for eac.., type of 
arc in a rural road and bridge net~rk: 
a) a beg inning node 
b) an ending node 
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Table 13. Traffic equivalence factors for single axles on flexible 
pavement where PSI = 2.0. 
Axle load Structural number 
kips ~ j 4 5 E) 
2 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 
4 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 
6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
8 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 
10 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 
12 0 .16 0 .18 o. 19 0.18 o. 17 0.17 
14 0.32 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.33 
16 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.60 
18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
20 1.61 1.59 1.56 1.55 1.57 1.60 
22 2.49 2.44 2.35 2.31 2.35 2.41 
24 3.71 3.62 3.43 3.33 3.40 3.51 
26 5.36 5.21 4.88 4.68 4.77 4.96 
28 7.54 7.31 6.78 6.42 6.52 6.83 
30 10.38 10.03 9.24 8.65 8.73 9.17 
32 14.00 13.51 12.37 11.46 11.48 12.17 
34 18.55 17.87 16.30 14.97 14.87 15.63 
36 24.20 23.30 21 .16 19.28 19.02 19.93 
38 31. 14 29.95 27 .12 24.55 24.03 25. 10 
40 39.57 38.02 34.34 30.92 30.04 31.25 
Source: AASHO Interim Guide for Desi9n of Pavement Structures, 1972. 
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Table 14. Traffic equivalence factors Eor tandem axles on flexible 
pavement where PSI = 2.0 
Axle load Structural number 
kips* 2 3 4 6 8 
10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
12 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 
14 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 
16 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 
18 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08. 0.07 0.07 
20 0 .10 0 .12 0. 12 0. 12 0.11 0. 10 
22 o. 16 0 .17 0. 18 0. 17 0. 16 0. 16 
24 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.23 
26 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.33 
28 0.45 0.46 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.46 
30 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.62 
32 0.81 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.82 
34 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.07 
36 1.38 1.38 1.38 · 1 .38 1.38 1 .38 
38 1. 76 1. 75 1. 73 1. 72 1. 73 1. 74 
40 2.22 2.19 2. 15 2.13 2.16 2. 18 
42 2.77 2.73 2.64 2.62 2.66 2.70 
44 3.42 3.36 3.23 3. 18 3.24 3.31 
46 4.20 4. 11 3.92 3.83 3.91 . 4.02 
48 5. 10 4.98 4.72 4.58 4.68 4.83 
*For tandem axle loads under 10 kips, the following equivalence 
Eactors i,.,ere utilized: 0.0004 for 4 kif:S, 0.0014 for 6 kips, and 
0.004 for 8 kips. 
Source: AASHO Interim Guide for Desi9n of Pavement Structures, 1972. 
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'Di:W.? 15. Wtlcle axle ~ cy ~ of i,tj'licl.e in pui:S. 
~of In:livi.cle.l. axle~ 
\titicl.e Ds::rip:im axles Fl.CSE S3:Da lilum ~ruEFi SiXtfl 
Ole 2 l, 7'3J I, 7'3J 
O:mrercial 'Bl 2 2,ID) 2,400 
Pid<Lp 2 1,75) 1,79) 
Sirgle ax1P. t.ndffiili kak1 2 6,150 13,.ll) 
'lmlm ax.le~ 2 6,900 11, 7001' 
Tra::tDr with eq..ripnrt. 3 3,ID) 12,ID) 4,(Xl) 
Pidq> with trailer 3 l,7S> 1,79) 6,CXX71' 
~truX 2 7,(Xl) 29,CXX71' ~ 
Cl:mretdal. s:ini.t:railet'-erP:' 3 9,CXD 13,4001' 9,:n:JJ: 
'lla::tDc 2 3,ID) 12,ID) 
Tra::tDr with t3'pi.pra"i; 3 3,800 12,800 4,CXD 
Q:nbire, 2:-rcw 2 B,(Xl) 3,(Xl) 
a:nbi.re, 4-ro.i 2 12,61.s 3, it() 
G:nbire, 6-ro'1 2 13,m 4,6«) 
Tra:toc with 125-l::u. ~ 4 3,800 12,800 :00 :00 
'lta:ta' with :B}b.J. 4 3,ID) 12,lUJ s:a> SJ) 
Tra:toc with 351H:u. w:g::n-e1 p::.y 4 3,800 12,800 73) 73) 
Tra:toc with <ID-bl. ~ 4 3,800 12,800 1,070 . 1,070 
Tra:toc with 55Hll. w:rµi-enp:y 4 3,800 12,800 2.1~ 2,~ 
'Ira:toc with 2 350-b.J. ~:us-eip:y 6 3,800 12,0CO 73) 73) 73) 730 
Tra:toc with 2 450-b.l. 6 3,800 12,00) 1,0iU 1,070 l,OiU l,OiU 
Sirgl.e axle truX with µ.p-aq;:t:.y 3 5,500 6,600 6,640r 
Fclml $lli.trail.e!:'-etp:y 3 9,CXD 13,4001' 9,:n:JJ: 
'llrdJn axle truX with µ.p-aq;:t:.y 3 6,900 11,i'OOr 6,640r 
SinJle axle truX with :z:o-tu. ~ 4 5,:00 6,600 54) 5:4> 
Sirgle ax1P. tnrX with 350-b.l. w:rµi-enp:y 4 5,:00 6,600 73) 73) 
'Iln:En axl..t! tnrX with 450-hl. ~ 4 6,900 11,;uor 1,0iU 1,070 
'.lra:t:Dr with ':!rain ~ 3 3,000 12,000 7,240 
'la"d:m ax.le tnrX ..nth s:o-tn. ~ 4 6,900 11,7001' 2,1~ 2,~ 
'lln:bn axle tnrX with 2 350-b.J. w:g:n-
arp:.y 6 6,900 11,7001' 73) 7JJ 73) 73) 
'Iad:m ~ tnrX with 2 4:.0-01. w:rµi-enp:y 6 6,900 11,7001' ·1,0iU l,OiU l,OiU l,OiU 
ClJmtn:ial s:mi.trai.ler-J.c:am 3 9,ID) 28,fnJI' 29,400I' 
'Il:rtlm axle ~J.c:am 2 :4),(Xl) 34,CXX71' 
~ sSnitrailet'-J.c:am 3 9,ax> 33,CJJJJ: 33,CJJJJ: 
Sirgle axle truX with p..p-J.c:am 3 6,ID) :4>,CXD 24,CXX71' 
'll:rrl:m axle tru:k with p..p-J.c:am 3 :4),00) 34,CJJJJ: 24,CXX71' 
Tra::tDr with 125-bl. w:g:n-J.c:am 4 3,ax> 12,0CO 4,(Xl) 4,CXD 
'Ira:tor with 29>-bJ. w:g:n-kak1 4 3,000 12,ax> 7,54> 7,5:4) 
Tra:toc with alp.!: ;api-kak1 3 3,ax> 12,0CO :4>,CXD 
'!ra.tnr with 350-b.J. ;api-1.arlrl 4 3,00J 12,ax> 10,53) 10,53) 
'lra.."ll:le with <EO-b.J. ;api-1.artrl 4 3,ax> 12,ax> 13,6iU 13,6iU 
'lrcctor with s.r-~. 16}n"loo:b:i 4 3,ID) 12,ax> 17,590 17,590 
Tra::tDr with 2 ID-b.l. loBpB-kak1 6 3,ax> 12,00) 10,53) 10,5]) 10,5ll 10,53) 
Tra:toc with 2 450-hl. loBpB-1.ca:i:d 6 3,ax> 12,00J 13,6iU 13,6iU 13,6iU 13,6iU 
Sirgle axle tnrX with :B}b.J. ;api-1.ca:i:d 4 6,ax> :4>,(Xl) 7,S'Jl 7,S'Jl 
Sirgle ax1P. tnrX with 350-b.J. 16}n"l.oa:lD 4 6,ax> :;n ,cm 10,53) 10,53) 
'Ilnhn axle t:.ru:k with 450-hl. 16pl'".1.ca1:d 4 18,66) 34,00JI' 13,6iU 13,6iU 
'llrdJn axle tnrX with 55>-b.I. 16}n"J.c:a:Bl 4 14,83) 3),CXX71' 17,~ 17,~ 
'Dnbn axle tnrX with 2 35>-b.t. l6JrB"" 
lcahl 6 10,00> 27,SaJl' 10,53) 10,53) 10,53) 10,53) 
'lb-ilin axle tnrX with 2 450-hl. \oB}rB"" 
lcahl ft 10,00> 15,0011' 13,6iU 13,6iU 13,670 13,670 
"T tep:e:uits a tamn axle, cttewise tre axle is a sin3le axle. 
S:uro!: B:utP-1, c. Ehil.lip, C3thy A. fBnl.ett a-d ~ A. FB.lts::h, '"ll-e Emt:mics of ~ tre Cl:1l1ty 
R::ai 9fsten: 'lhree Qr;E S:ulies in Ic:wl, • llli'Rt'Sity R:s:mdl Prt'gran, Cffia! of tre S:aetaiy, 
U.S. ~of 'n:a1'plrtatim, ~' D.C., focttlllnirg. 
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c) a distance - this value must be an integer 
d) a weight constraint - this is the weight of the heaviest 
vehicle able to travel over the arc. The value is expressed 
in tons and must be an integer. 
e) a width constraint - this is the width of the widest vehicle 
able to travel over the arc. 'llle value is expressed in feet 
and must be an integer. 
f) the length of any bridge arc - if there is no bridge on the 
arc, set the •Jalue to zero. 'Ihe value is expressed in feet 
and must be an integer. 
g) the width of any bridge on the arc - if there is no bridge on 
the arc, set the value to zero. The width must be expressed 
in .feet and be an integer. 
h) a surface code. 
The surface codes are shown in table 16. 
Table 16. Surface codes for each type of arc. 
Type of arc 
paved county arc 
gravel county arc 
dirt county arc 
paved non-county arc 
outside or highway arc 
tract arc 








'lhe distance for all outside, highway and tract arcs is set to 10,000. 
Also, the weight and width constraints of the the outside highway and 
tract arcs must be set at a value so that all vehicles can travel over 
them. 
The data set name for the net~rk must be called Net. Each arc in 
the net~rk. requires one line of data. Worksheet 1 provides the proper 
data set format for the sample net~rk presented in figure 1. '!he 
column fields are shown in table 17. All values must be justified to 
the right, so that only blanks precede the value in its column 
field. 
Table 17. 'lhe colunn fields for the net~rk data set in figure 1. 
Information Column field 
Beginning node of the arc 
Ending node of the arc 
Distance of the arc 
Weight constraint of the arc 
Width constraint of the arc 
Length of any bridge on the arc 
Width of any bridge on the arc 
Surface code of the arc 









To review, the following information is required for all trips 
made in the study area: 
a) the origin node nUITber 
b) the destination node number 
Worksheet 1. The network data set format for the sample network presented in figure 1. 
Data set name: Net 
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c) the number of trips made in the year 
c) the vehicle code number in table 1 
'Ihe data set nama for the trip information data set must be called 
Trip.· The column fields for the data set are shown in table 18. 
Table 18. '!he colurm fields for the trip information data set. 
Information Column field 
Beginning node 
Ending node 
Number of trips 





All values must be justified to the right so that only blanks pre-
cede the value in its column field. W:lrksheet 2 shows the proper trip 
information data set format for the coded travel information for the 
sample study area presented in table 2. 
Creating Your Maintenance, Reconstruction and Resurfacing Costs Data Set 
To review, the following information is required in the 
maintenance, reconstruction and resurfacing cost data set: 
a) the fixed maintenance cost per mile of gravel, dirt and paved 
roads 
b) the variable riaintenance cost per mile of gravel, dirt and 
paved roads. Variable maintenance cost of a road is a 
function of the average daily traffic level of the road. 
Worksheet 2. The data set format for the trip information presented in table 2. 
Data set name: Trip 
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If variable 1naintenance cost is to be calculated using kip 
loadings, the variable paved maintenance cost is sAt to zero 
c) the per lane mile reconstruction and resurfacing costs for 
highway group number 3-8 calculated with the latest version of 
the Iowa Need Study 
d) the per acre rental value of farmland in the county in 
dollars 
e) the cost per mile of converting the right~f-way into 
agricultural production 
f) the real interest rate 
g) the annual bridge maintenance cost per square foot to keep the 
bridges in an "as is" con~ition 
h) the number of years between reconstruction for gravel, dirt 
and paved roads 
i) the number of years between resurfacing for gravel and paved 
roads. 
Table 19 shows the estimated values of the information required in 
the maintenance, reconstruction and resurfacing cost data set for 
Hamilton County, Iowa. 'ttle data set narre for the maintenance, 
reconstruction and resurfacing cost data set is MRR. 'lllere are 10 
lines in MRR, and each piece of information must be placed on a 
specific line and in a specific field of columns. Table 20 provides a 
list of the information required for each line and the specified field 
of columns where each piece of information is placed. Each piece of 
information is justified to the right in the coll.Inn field, so there are 
only blanks preceding the number, not trailing the number in the col~nn 
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Table 19. Est.iJnated values of the dnta required. in the maintenance, 
reconstruction and resurfacing cost data set for Hamilton 
County, Iowa. 











'lbe per lane mile reconstruction cost 
Highway Group Nuri:lec 
$2,376.00 per mile 
2,206.00 per mile 
1~160.00 per mile 
$4.70 per AIJr 
1.52 pet' AIJr 
o.oo per NJr 
3 $183,867.00 pec lane mile 
4 123,505.00 per lane mile 
5 58,141.00 per lane mile 
6 26,121.00 Per lane mile 
7 12,399.00 per lane mile 
8 7,824.00 per lane mile 
'lbe per lane mile resurfacing cost 







'I11e per acre rental value of fannland 
'Ille cost of converting right-of-way 
into agricultural pcoduction 
'Ihe real interest rate 
'Ihe annual bcidge maintenance cost 
per square foot 
$32,877.00 per lane mile 
30,094.00 per lane mile 
25,881.00 per lane mile 
17,454.00 per lane mile 
6,621.00 per lane mile 
4,213.00 per lane mile 
140.91 per acre 
$700.00 per mile 
5.6 percent 
$0.80 
'll1e nurt>er of years between reconstructions 











Table 20. Information required for each llne and the specified 
colums for each piece of information in the data set MRR. 
Line 1 Colunns: 1-10 Fixed maintenance cost per mile of 
gravel road 
11-20 Fixed maintenance cost per mile of 
dirt road 
21-30 Fixed 1!1ilintenance cost per mile of 
paved road 
Llne 2 Cohrnns: 1-10 Variable maintenance cost per mile 
of gravel road 
11-20 Variable maintenance cost per mile 
of dirt road 
21-30 Variable maintenance cost per mile 
of paved road 
Line 3 Collll1fls: 1-15 Reconstruction cost per lane mile of 
highway group 3 
16-30 Resurfacing cost fier lane mile of 
highway group 3 · 
Line 4 Coll.lllrls: 1~15 Reconstruction cost per lane mile of 
highway group 4 
16-30 Resurfacing CORt per la~ mile of 
highway gr~up 4 
Line 5 Colunns: 1-15 Reconstruction cost per lane mile of 
highway group 5 
16-30 Resurfacing cost per lane mile of 
highway group 5 
Line 6 Colunns: 1-15 , Reconstruction cost per lane mile of 
highway group 6 
16-30 Resurfacing CO!':lt per lane mi le of 
highway group 6 
Line 7 Coll..llll1S: 1-15 Reconstruction cost per lane mile of 
highway group 7 
16-30 Resurfacing cost per lane mile of 
highway group 7 
Line 8 Colli!VlS: 1-15 Reconstruction cost per lane mile of 
highway group 8 
16-30 Resurfacing cost per lane mile of 
highway group 8 
Line 9 Colums: 1-10 'Ihe per acre rental value of fannland 
1i-20 '!he CO!':lt of converting the right-of-c..ay 
to fann land 
21-25 "'Ihe annual bridge maintenance cost per 
square foot 
26-30 'Ihe interest rate 
Line 10 Colunns: 1-5 nie numer of years bet~n 
reconstruction of gravel roads 
6-10 'll1e nlll'i:ier of yearn between 
reconstruction of dirt roads 
11-15 nie nrntier of years bet·..ieen 
reconstruction of paved roads· 
16-20 'Ihe nl.lllb?r of years bet~n 
resurfacings of gravel roads 
21-25 'Ihe nlll'i:ier of years between 
resurfacirJ:JS of paved roa:ls 
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field. ~rksheet 3 presents the format of the data set MRR for 
information presented in table 19. 
Creating Your Vehicle Grouping Data Set 
To review, the following infonnation is required for each vehicle 
grouping: 
a) the representative weight. This value is expressed in tons 
and must be an integer. 
b) the representative width. 'Ihis value is expressed in feet and 
must be an integer. 
c) the representative ratio of cost per mile of travel over a 
gravel surface to a paved surface. This value must be rounded 
to two decirral places. 
d) the representative ratio of cost per mile of travel over a 
dirt surface to a paved surface. This value must be rounded. 
-to two decimal places. 
e) the total nurroer of vehicles in the grouping. 'Ihe number of 
vehicles in a grouping cannot exceed 15. 
Other information included in this data set is the total number of 
vehicle groupings, the vehicle code nlltlbers and the variable cost per 
mile of traveling over a paved surface. 'Ihe variable cost in cents per 
mile of traveling over a paved surface is rounded to one decimal 
place. 
'!he vehicle grouping data set must be named Vehgroup. Each 
vehicle grouping requires 3 lines of data. Table 21 provides a list of 













Worksheet 3. Using Hamilton County as an example, the maintenance, reconstructimn and resurfacing 
data set. 
Data set name: MRR 
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Table 21. 'Itie infonnation required for each line and the specified 





Colunns: 1-75 the m.100er of vehicle groupings 
CollJ1111s: 1-15 the representative ~ight for grouping 
16-30 the representative width for grouping 1 
31-45 the representative ratio of cost per 
mile of travel over a gravel surface 
t0-a paved surface for grouping 1 
46-(iO the representativP. ratio oE cost per mi le 
of travel over a dirt surface to a paved 
surface for grouping 1 
61-75 the total nunber of vehicles in grouping 
Colunns: 1-5 the first vehicle code nunber in grouping 1 
6-lO the second vehicle code nlJllber in grouping 1 
11-15 the third vehicle. code nurber in grouping 1 
Colurms: 
· 16-20 the fourth vehicle·code number in grouping 1 
21725 the fifth vehicle code nurber in grouping 1 
. 26~30 the sixth vehicle code nunber in grouping 
31-35 the seventh vehicle code, nunb'!r in grouping 
36-40 the eighth vehicle code nlltlber in grouping 1 
41-45 the ninth vehicle code nuntier in grouping 1 
46-50 the tenth vehicle code nurrber in grouping 
51-55 the eleventh vehicle code nurber in 
grouping 1 
56-60 the twelth vehicle code nurrber in grouping 
61-65 the thirteenth vehicle code nUl!Der in 
grouping 1 
66-70 the fourteenth vehicle code nurrber in 
grouping 1 
71-75 the fifteenth vehicle code nunber in 
grouping T 
1-5 the first vehicle's variable cost per mile of 
traveling over a paved surface in grouping 1 
6-10 the second vehicle's variable cost per mile of 
traveling over a paved surf ace in grouping 1 
71-75 the fifteenth vehicles's variable cost per mile 
of traveling over a paved surface in grouping 1 
Line 5 - pertains to vehicle grouping 2 and is formatted the same as Line· 2 
Line 6 - pertains to vehicle grouping 2 and is fonnatted the same as Line 3 
Line 7 - pertains to vehicle· grouping. 2 and is fonnatted the same as Line 4 
Line 8 - pertains to vehicle grouping 3 and is for:matted the same as Line 2 
Line 9 - pertains to vehicle grouping 3 and is fonnatted the same as Line 3 
Line 10- pertains to. vehicle grouping 3 and is fonnatted the same as Line 4 
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colllltll1s where each piece of infonnation is placed. 'lhe number of 
vehicle groupings can be any value. As the number of vehicle groupings 
increases, the number of data lines in Vehgroup increases. For 
exarrple, suppose an automobile, a coamercial van, a pickup and a pickup 
pulling a trailer comprise one vehicle grouping while a loaded tandem 
axle truck, a loaded ccmnercial semitrailer and a loaded farm 
semitrailer ccmprise another vehicle grouping. Table 22 provides a 
list of the relevant information pertaining to each vehicle grouping. 
WJrksheet 4 presents the fonnat of the data set Vehgroup for the 
in.fonnation presented in table 22. 
Creating Your Paved County Road Data Set 
To review, the following information is required in the paved 
county road data set: 
a) the beginning node of each county road segment 
b) the ending node of each paved county road segment 
c) whether the road segment is paved or rigid or flexible 
pavement 
d) the structural number or slab thickness of each paved county 
road segment 
e) t."ie design term of each paved county road segment 
f) the average annual paved road variable maintenance cost 
'Ihe data set name for the paved county road data set must be called 
Pavement. Table 23 provides a list of the information required for 
each line and the specified field of colums where each piece of 
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Representative ratio of cost in cents per 
mile of travel over a gravel surface to a 
paved surf ace 
Representative ratio of cost in cents _!?er 





paved surface 1.77 
2 
Total number of vehicles 4 
Vehicle cost in cents per mile of travel 
over a paved surf ace 
Code Vehicle 
1 Autoroobile 
2 ComtErcial van 
3 Pickup 
8 Pickup pulling trailer 
Representative weight 
Representative width 
Representative ratio of cost in cents _!?er 
mile of travel over a gravel surface to a 
paved surf ace 
Representative ratio of cost _!?er mile 
of travel over a dirt surface to a 
paved surface 
Total number of vehicles 
Vehicle cost in cents _!?er mile of travel 
over a paved surf ace 
Code Vehicle 
33 waded ta.OOen axle truck 
34 waded farm semitrailer 












































Worksheet 4. The proper data set format for the vehicle grouping information presented in 
table 14. 
Data set name: Vehgroup 
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Table 23. Information required for each line and the specified columns 








the average annual paved road V'ariable 
maintenance cost 
the beginning node of the first paved 
county road segment 
6-10 the ending node of the first paved road 
county road segment 
15 "T" if the road segment pavement is rigid, or 
"F" if the road segment pavement is flexible 
16-20 the structural nurrber if the road segment 
pavement is flexible, or the slab thickness 
if the road segment is rigid 
21-25 the design term of the paved county road 
segment 
3 pertains to the next paved county road 
segment and is fonnatted the same as 
Line 2. 
information is placed. If a road segment is paved of rigid pavement, a 
"T" is placed in column 15, while a road segment of flexible pavement 
has an "F" placed in column 15. '!he number of data lines in the data 
set Pavement depeoos on the number of paved county road segments in the 
study area. Table 24 provides an example of the information for the 
paved county roads in the sample network presented in figure 1 • 
worksheet 5 provides an example of the proper data set format for the 




Table 24. An example of the information for the paved county roads 
in the study area presented in figure 1 • 
Road segment Slab thickness 
Beginning Ending or Design 
node node Pavement structural number tenn 
3 4 flexible 1 2. 1 
4 6 rigid 6 6.6 
6 10 rigid 7 6.5 
Average annual paved road maintenance cost - $170.65 
III. HOW 'ID RUN 'lliE COUNTY ROAD EVALUATION PRCGRAM 
'llle disk provides three data sets and the execute files. 'llle 
three data sets, NAMES, TABLES and VEHICLES, along wi t.fi the user 
created data sets should be placed in the fixed disk of your 
microcanputer. '!he three execute files are named: PASS1.EXE, 
PASS2.EXE and PP..SS3.EXE, respectively. 
To begin the County Road Evaluation Program, type PASS1 on the 
keyboard. The following question will appear on the screen: 
>IS THIS RUN FOR THE BASE SOU.JTION? (Y/N) 
If the base solution is to be run, i.e. with all the roads in the 
net~rk, type Y for yes. If a reduced solution is to be run with one 
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Worksheet 5. The proper data set format for the paved county road information presented in 
table 23. 
Data set name: Pavement 
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Running a Base Solution 
After typing Y to the first question, the following question will 
appear on the screen: 
>ENI'ER THE NAME OF YOUR S'IUDY AREA 
The study area name must start with a letter and consist of no more 
than 15 characters. Simply type in the study area name on the 
keyboard. W:len PASS1 is canpleted, the following message will appear: 
>PASS ONE COMPI.El'ED 
After this message appears on the screen, type PASS2 on the keyboard. 
'Ihe following message will appear when PASS2 is ccrnpleted: 
>PASS n'l:> COMPLEI'ED 
After this message appears on the screen, type PASS3 on the keyooard. 
The following message will appear on the screen when PASS3 is 
canpleted: 
>PASS THREE COMPLEI'ED 
'llle output of the base solution is found in the data set called 
RESULTS. 
Running a Reduced Solution 
After typing N to the first question, the following question will 
appear on the screen: 
>ENTER THE NUMBER OF ROAD SEG1Em'S TO BE ABANOONED 
Type in the number of road segments to be abandoned. If there are no 
road segments are to be abandoned, type zero. The ccrnputer will then 
ask for the beginning node (BN) and the ending node (EN) for each road 
segment abandoned. Type in the EN and EN for only one of the arcs 
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representing the road segment, not both. Rem::mber that each road 
segment is represented by two arcs. For exarrple, the road segment 
connecting node 1 to node 5 in Figure 1 is represented by an arc with a 
beginning node of 1 and an ending node of 5 and by an arc with a 
beginning node of 5 and an ending node of 1 • If the road segment 
connecting node 1 to node 5 is to be abandoned, then type in the BN and 
EN for only one of the arcs, but not both. After typing in the BN and 
EN for all the abandoned road segments, the following question will 
a~ar on the screen: 
>ARE 'mERE ANY ROAD SEGiENI'S TO BE CONVERTED TO PRIVATE DR.IVE:S? (Y/N) 
Type Y for yes if there are any road segments to be converted to 
private drives. Type N for no if there are not any road segments to be 
converted to private drives. If.there are road segments to be 
converted to· private drives, the following series of questions will 
appear on the screen: . 
>ENrER THE NUMBER OF ROAD SmMENrS TO BE <DNVERTED TO PRIVATE DRIVES 
Type in the number of road segments to be converted to private 
drives. 'Ihe total number of road segments converted to private drives 
cannot exceed 22. 'I.be computer will ask for the beginning node (EN) 
and ending node (EN) for each converted road segment. Pqain, type in 
the 81.'1 and EN for only one of the arcs representing the road segment. 
·'ttle ccmputer will then ask for the private drive maintenance code Eor 
each converted road segment. Table 25 presents the values of the 
private drive maintenance cost code by type of access. After 
completing these questions, the following message will appear on the 
screen: 
>PASS ONE COMPLETED 
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Table 25. Private drive maintenance cost code by type of access. 
Type of access 
Residence only 
Sna.11 to rredium farm 
Large farm 
Field access only 




After this message appears on the screen, type PASS2 on the keyboard. 
'Ihe following message will appear on the screen 'hhen PASS2 is 
canpleted: 
>PASS TM:> COMPLETED 
After this message appears, type PASS3 on the keyroard •. F.ach 
reduced solution must be canpared with a previous solution, either the 
base solution or a different reduced solution. 'Ihe canputer will then 
ask the following·series of questions concerning the previous 
solution: 
>ENTER THE 'IDl'AL VARIABLE MAINI'.ENANCE cosr FROM THE PREVIOUS SOWI'ION 
>ENI'ER THE 'IDl'AL FIXED MAINI'ENANCE COST FROM THE PREVIOUS SOil.JT!ON 
>ENI'ER THE 'IDl'AL RECONSTRUCTION cosr FRCM THE PREVIOUS SOil.JTION 
>ENI'ER THE 'IDl'AL RESURFACIN:; cosr FROM THE PREVIOUS SOil.JTION 
>ENrER THE 'IDl'AL VALOE OF LAND FROM 'IEE PREVIOUS SOIIJI'!ON 
>ENIER THE TOTAL BRIIXiE MAINI'ENANCE cosr FROM THE PREVIOUS SOil.JTION 
>ENl'ER THE TOTAL 'rnAVEL cosr FROM THE PREVIOUS SOilJI'ION 
>ENI'ER THE PRIVATE DRIVE MAINI'ENANCE COST FROM THE PREVIOUS SOil.JT!ON 
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>Em'ER THE PRIVATE DRIVE BRICGE MAI~ cosr FROM THE PREVIOUS 
SOIIJl'ION. 
All of the infonnation fran the previous solution is found in the 
output for that solution. After typing in this infonnation, the 
following message will api;:ear on the screen: 
>PASS THREE COMPLETED 
·'lhe output of a reduced solution is found in the data set called 
RESULTS. 
A sample of .a base solution output is pr~sented in ~ix 1 • 
A sample copy of a reduced solution and calculation of a benefit-cost· 
ratio is presented in Appendix 2. A printout of the canputer program 
is presented in Appendix 3. 
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Appendix 1 
A sample of a base solution output· 
IS Hf1M IL TO!•J ·':•V·-:>. 
•,..)111, ..... 
SOLUTTOM 
BN EN YE()RLY TRAFFIC (lDT 
t 
·2 0·-:1,-,.:), :::~~. 'l .:;> .•. · ... •.·--·-· 1 ::~~) 1 501. 7 IJ 1. . t '1 t 1 ~) .l 92 1) 
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'1 ,~ ('"} (J 
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:=::.? ....... ·-· . !::' 
==·=· 
. .,,::) i:. 
/1:) ·-' ·-·· ...  ......... _. 
. 
' ·-· 5 ·=--..., 377 t 03 ·-·- . 
. :, 7 1:t1l·°:' I.. :2:2. 0:2 .._ .............. 6 l5 5'172 14. 99 7 !.3 :353:·;! 
'?. (-:.9 7 50 ·-:1•"":'•·"'!1 ~.1 "·-·-·-· . 7 ''i''? 270!5 7 . 'I .t 7 1 :I. ·~1 10001.J. 27 .. 4 1 
:3 ·;? ·?i:::":••:" 
·;'. ,_ •::l ·.J--··-··-· 
··-· .. 
'? t 0 8:3711 
':;" . 2'1 Q t 1 ·-:1 0 (H) '· ·-· . 9 1 :::•) 11'1'·") tj .• .... .,. ' .... 
•: .. :i t - 1 l 2'? 1::: 7 00 ' .• ) . 
.. '·-· 1 ~) 5~) :30 
. 
,..,.,:a 
.... ·-· 10 51 21..:. 
. 59 1 0 100 5~3.~1 1 . '1·7 1 1 1 '"' r::::oo :t iS 1 . . -- ·-···•,.I . 1 1 ·"')·~ 29'?.~ 0 :.? 1 .. :...~. . .... l .t t 1 ~~ "":l-':11. 
.1:,5 ·•-· .. ·· ... • . 12 1 ':> 810 ~-~ . ::::o . . _, 1 :~ 5 1l !) 
. 00 12 1<).~. :2~2 
. /.:.'? 18 t 1]. 8'1 !) ·~· :~~) ... 1 ":. 5'1 ~) (!1) ._ .. . 13 7:::: 0 
. C'O 1"~ 15 5'! ::: 11 1 5 .. 02 t ., 1 '· 1 ... 1..., 1 :! ., ·- .lo'··' ...... . 1 If :~1 6912 1 :?. • '? •1 
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--=··? /:. t 1 •':I·! I:"·'.) . _.._. •' .a_ . .... 1._ • 
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. ._. '-' 
:~: IJ •:l•:O 'I . ., ,:- t 1 7 ... '· ._, . 
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::::s 7~) 1l:?.2 1 . ~.?! ·~ . .t 
·":•/ .. :37 '! 5~).~ 1 :2. :.? If •.••._j 
:::~.'S ·=·c:: 51:. t .,,. ·-··-· . 
. ·' 
::::/:. •:"JC: 21.3~'":: =: 
·=·" ' ·~ ..... ·-' 
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·':• '- 1 ::'. l 1 27:? :? '1 '~' ·-·•...) . 
"jl' :.::::: l:.7?1f 1 :;! • . :!. :t .... , :~!7 7-:? 557 l . C::·":t 
·-·--·· :?7 75 :?. it!:. 
. ·;>5 
:?.7 71;. 1 ~,!)::-~ I! • :~·;-1 
:.?.:7 0.C. ·-:>-rt''\•::> J. ,., ., 
. -· 
...... ..... . ...... 
v . 
:~::::~ ::::'? 1.-.1 1.-:. 1 I. 71:.. .•. • .. •. 
;::~~ '10 975~ ·2.(: .• 7:3 
·: .. :;. 1'2 .I- ·r15 I!. 7 •.J•-· :::~. . .!. /-:1 
:?,·~ 7~) 
'1 67 1 ·-: .. :::o 
·' 
. 
·-·-' :;:·~ 7·2 1 1 o:::: 8. ~):? 
:39 :~I:. !?.2 . :2~~ 
~:.::·? :::·~J II :;l:2 1 ·?·":> . ·-•4-
:?.·? 1 :! ·=> 
·-· 1 7'2 . '17 
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If~) 77 8/f. 1 . ., ·:;> . :35 11 •"1 :;!.~. •""\ t '! •':'I .. ..:;. . ._ ...... 
110 9'2 :!. :3."2 ·?I •. 
. . -· • .... '1.(~ •':1·-:1 ;?(l,I, 
. 5.~ . · ·-· 
'1 l ·L::: ·~·~/ .. =: ....,..., I. 
'l ·-·~ ............ .... 4.· ... 
··-· 
'! 1 77 1. 1 :2 . :?.1 
1) 1 92 ~~ If. :,,:; :.~ 6. /..,. .. : .. .; 
'l 2 1l3 151 ·""I . ..:: l.f • ~ . '! 
•1:2 '1~ 7229' t •::"J :?. :t , . 
,1 ·-:"• :=:7 .:;. 1 {) :2 .. ::.:~~ ( ~- ........ . 
ll :::: '] 
" 
.15'?'1· /! . 37 . 
II 3 77 l 1 1 . 80 
'1 •1 I. 0 t 1 1 8 ·'.) 06 ~·-· .. ..... 
'1- 'I 71 182 . 5~) 
14 77 l 66 . '15 
1! <1 ·::.·~ 70 . 1 •;J ·-··-· 
115 IJ 1.:. ., /'"'7'0·'? 1 ·=· 75 .. ' •' - ·-·· . 
•l5 "'7'0 55:30 1 5. 1.5 . ..... 
'15 ""7•:l :::~~ ·'=· ~) 7 :~: '1 ' .. . 
'l 5 ::~7 •':10•~ . ., 7t •' ._.._, .: .. 
·15 8~~! 
.:-.. ::. I •::O 
. .. .. ~ 
'15 '?(~ 
115 ,~, l 
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'! !:. 121 
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$ 1 :?.780. t .1 
·t c- C• C:: ·-:• , .. , , .. ~ 
... ·-··-··· .............. . 
58~3 .. 5~) 
t.:.~~1~1 • (~7. 
.., . ., =: 1 
' ...... -.·. 
25'?{) . :?.f~ 
'l:~S:2. 05 
o"jo-':t ..-,-: 
._ . ......,. ·.·' 
97":>"7 ·=,·-:. 
f .... •' •• • .... 
24.~ .• 5!~. 
• (~(> 
77.~: .. ·~,(~ 
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·~I ! (~ ~~ ~- . 
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J. ·"'71 ! . ::~ ... :2. 
., :?. ;) ... '2 . 
J 4 ! ~ -~= . _.._1. 
1 11 ! J~ '? . 
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'1 ·7· ·1 :::::? . 
!. (;. l '7 I. ·I -~ ... . 
l f::. .:. ::~ 1l8. 
l ~:: J. ~I 117. 




1 ·;1 ;2'.) :27 . 
. -,.? 
... :'.': ···~ 57. 
2 11 ~-~ ::: :.?2 . 
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:::.~. ·27 :2~2. 
''· ::::~:: -I+•'-' l ! . 
·~I. 
'1 .. 1 L..,'-· . .,.':>  __ .. 
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1 :?.:?. • 00 
1 ::::?.. 00 
1:~:3 . 00 
l :~:?.. 00 
59'1 . 00 
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~·?1 . ()t) 
18:3. 00 
·11~·=-
.. '·"' -· . 
~)~) 
5?11 . (!0 
1 ~!:~. (.•0 
i -=··~ 
... '~·''J. 00 
., ·::>..:> 
.... _ ....... 00 
5'?'! . 00 
t :?.8. (H) 
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:~::.;: ~:::::=: ·-:> 54 1 .1.88. 01) '·•'. 
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:::?7 2!~. ·?-;1 t ·1 00 ·" ...... .,. !)(! 
~?.7 . ::::: l.!3 • 711 1 f •:00 00 
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'1 •"• '! !. ''H 
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'! !. '1 ::? ...,. 
..... /!." .~.1 ~·;>If .• ()!) 
•l:2 ~1 :~ 1. !37 59'1 . 00 
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'l:~: !! t1 5. 1 :;! 59'1. (~(> 
,, !:'i I!/:. t 1 'I . 5?5 1. 188. 00 
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TOTnL PRIV~TE DRJVE M~INTENANCE COST 
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A sample copy of reduced solution. 
STUDY nREn NAME TS HAMILTON 3X3 
:30LIJTION 
TH~ nBnNDON~D ROAD SEGMENTS 
J 1 12 
:!.; :2 !. ":. 
·-· 




'! ,,. ..... 1 
·~c· ~:!·? . ._ .... 
THE ROnD SEGMENTS CONVERTED TO PRIVATE OWNERSHIP 
:2:?. ·::: 'l 
:2 t1 25 
:25 ·-:.,:. .......... 
~-::.=. :27 
·~/ .. 
·:.·=-....... ; _._. 
:2.~. '1 '1 
IT :2 1:3 
·"":11:"1 3~~ 
--1 •::> . ., :t . .._. ... 
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t ~:: !3 11 IJ :=: . .,.~ ...... .., .. 1 C' 
... ·-' 
1 :_?() j 51..~.1 41. . ~l! 
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. -, 
.: ::!11 5(~. . t5 
.-. 
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Appendix 3 
A printout of the computer programs. 
CH0P~CTER*15 FNnME,GN~ME 
~ MTEC:;F.P.~·1 I .J~< 
l.OGIC0L T~.TORF,TFAXE 
COMMON /A3!!,J,K,l.,M,N1,N~,N3,N1 !~~/FN~ME,GN0ME/~5/A1C20),A2C20) 
c:o!·H·~c!~J /f~/:./ N(!(!F.:;, NR, L.?'lf.JM., r.~1., ._!~·J·, ,Jn, .JH. /r'l71 ~<\..'TVP~ c 1.~)CH) > 
COMMON /~8! KFR~Q(500,21 1n91 KDATnc2000,4>,NH,MH,KNC221 
COMMON !~10! TFC20CO>,TORFCtOOO> 1n111 ~VEHC20>,NVEH 
CO~H0N /81/ !8NC1COOI /B2/ !ENC!OOO> /83/ L1C1000> 
CC!!"1!·!0!'J .'B'l/ t_·2c1c~oo> /B5/ Mt<1000> /B.t.:./ r-t2<1o~)OI 
COMMON /B7/ M3t!OOO> 188! M~(1000> !89/ MDAT~<JOOO,~> 
COMMON /810/ N5,N6,N7,N8 /811/ CVEHC20> /812/ C 
COMMON /C1/KJC22>,KLC221,KMC~00),N,JN,!T,IT,!L,MM,KK,NA,NP,NU,NUM 
c~c!!•HV!!:!:'~ /(:~2/ L.:~!(1(H)(.') /Clf/ !_/l.("l(~(~(~) /C:!S/ t.M<5~)(~) 
DI !·!r::·J::; TC!!'l TF:"\XE < 15 > , I ._!f< ( 15) 
~·JF: T TS < ·~, !:~C'(~ ) 
800 FORM~TC, JS THIS RUN FOR THE BASE SOLUTION~ {Y!N)') 
F:Enr! ( ~ ., ··· ! t~ > ... > !~ 
IF!C.NE.'Y'> C~LL SUPER 
!'-J'~)-~) 
OPEN(2,FILE~~NAMES,,STATUS~'OLD,,ACCESS~'DIRECT',RECt.~15,FORM~'FOR 
C(l!.. LR ~·~()(.'E 
t·~R.:r TF: ~ ·~' 1.~J~:: f!. ' 
92~ FORM0TC' ENTER THE NnM~ OF YOUR STUDY ~REA'! 
!=;E(:[! ~·It· I ,• (Ii t 5 ! ... ) F!'l{)j•!F.: 
WR!TE~2,'(~15l'! FNnM~ 
OPEN~9,FILE~'WE!GHTS.GRP ... ,STnTus~ ... NEW'> 
OPEN!1~.r!LE~'VEHICL~S',STATUS~'OLD',ACCESS...,,'D!RECT',RECL=60,FORM~ 
+ ... FC~G:t·!{': TTF.D ·" > 
OPE~!1,F!LF~'NETWORK.GRP',ST0TUS~'NEW',~CCFSS~'DIRECT'~RECL=70,FOR 
+M~ "F 1Y::: 1·!(1TTED .. · ! 





..... , .... 
90 REf~(l~,521,END~?ll !8N(NR!,IEN<NR!,L2CNR>,M1<NR!,M~CNRl,L3(NRl,L4 
+ ( !'lR ~ I :~Jl ( ~\!~.') 
!FC!EN<NR).GT.NODES> NOD~S~!~N<NRl 
TFCM~!NRl.EQ.1> N9~N9+t 
!FCM~!NR!.LF.~! GO TO 89 
I!='< r Bi•J (!'JR! • !?T. r EN (''JR! ' !3(! TO 
!F!~D.GT.!EN<NR!! ND~IENCNR> 
1\1111.-l-I 
. ··-·· .. ·. 
~~J·;>~!'·.!'~' / :? . 
9~ Rr0D! !~ s~n.~ND~93! !KDnTn<NUM.J>.J~1.1! 
. . 
TF (NU!"!>,.,.,.. FAU::E. 
N! . .!M.,,.NUM+! 




D!:) ~ 00 ! ""'1 , L 
N1:IBN (. ! > 
N'!,,.,.L:2 C ! ) 
M5.,.,M! ( ! ) 
N.':.-M~ CT) 
N7,,,.M:~ ( r.) 
N8,...MI! i I> 
!•.!11,,..L:3(!) 
N1 O""L'l < ! ) 
!'1=!+1 
!<..,.! 
DO 105 ,J.,.,,..,!, NR 
IF C !'!1 -!BN (.J) ) 105, 1:26, 1 :27 
127 N 1..,. ! 8!'l< .J > 
N:.2"" ! EN < ,.J ) 
·I""'!'•/. 
,,, "···-· 
!'i5-=M 1 ( ._! ) 
!'J6,..,.M:2 ! .J > 
!'l?.,...M::'.: < ·-' ) 
N8-MJI ( ._! ) 
N t 1 ""L::=? ! ._I ) 
N 1 o-•-" «J > 
!<""'·-' 
130 TO 105 
IFCN2-!ENC~>> 105,105,128 
1 :28 N2,.., ! EN< .J > 
!·JI'.! -: L:2 ( ·-' ) 
!'J5,..,.r-11 ( ·-' ) 
!'J.':,,,,,,M',"~ ( ,_!) 
N7.,.,.M:3 ( ,J) 
N!?..,,,!1 '1· ( .J > 
!'lt 1,.,..L3 < ·-' > 
N 1 O..,.L •1 ( ... 1 ) 
f<:-:-• .J 
! ~)5 C:CJNT I ?'lf.JE 
M t C K ) ..,.M t ( .! ) 
!"!;:? ( r.: ) .,.,.M:'~ ( I l 
M8 ( !< ) =-M:~! ( ! ~ 
M'! O<> ""!"!4 (I> 
! BM O< > ,.,,. ! 8N C ! l 
r i::'.N ( ~~ ) .,,.. r EN ( ! ) 
L:.2 ! !< ) ""L2 ( ! > 
L8 ! I< > "'"L3 ( ! > 
!_II C !< ) .,.,.L IJ. < ! > 
!B!'H ! ) .,...N 1 
! S:N < I l .,,,N:2 
L.:2 ( ! > -:!'M 
Ml ( ! ) ..,,N!5 
M2 C ! ) .,...M(:. 
M:~ C ! > '"'N7 
~-- :7'~ { .'!' -~ ""'!~.r:t t 
1 
•• 
11 ( T ) -~) 1 0 
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.l ~)(~ C.C!~'JT T !'.!!_!E 
OPE~<8,FIL~~/VEHGROUP') 
C:•r. r, n f •:• C:·':> 1 \ T 1\1 
• , '• •.' ·-· • • .. • I ·-·•.• ·" • ..._ • • 









•::•I .. ·""';1 
'····-· ·-
f!C! 1. (' -~:. T ~ 1 ., !'.!R 
1:'R T TE:=: ( 1 , 5'? 1 ) I BN ( I ) , I SN ( I ) , L:2 ( I ) , M J. ( I ) , !'1-:: ( ! ) , M:::: < I ) , M '1 ( I ) , L3 ( ! > , 
+L. '~ ! T j 
FORM~TC?!5,1X,7T81 
!"~T-,) 
FC1 ~!"1{~T(:2! 1 ~' ~:F15. :2, ! :!.5) 
r="C!~~~"~f~ T ( t 5 T ~ ~ 
c1·.r.:1t·.,,;/\'r / r 1 .. ,., ' 
' ....... , .. \ ... ·-··-· .' 
FC!~'.!'r~(' ·r ~ 1 ~) T .~.) 
t='1-1C1 i•11\ 1"' t 1 1"\I I .. '\ 
' • •'' • • ' ' '1 ' ' \, '•' ~-'-·' I 
F0~MAT!I10,9X,L1) 
1w-,-, 
'•·'' .. ·-· 
DC! :.::·~,. I .J~ 1. , Ir~ 
!·9!T~MT+2 
REnDC2,~<A15)',REC~MT) GNAME 
!=:~(if.I ( :::: , 5:3:2) .J!,-J ., ._!O I () 1 ( I ,J) , 1'12 ( I .... 1) ' i'Jl.IEH 
R~00!8,5881 <JVEH<Jl,J~l,NVEH) 
RF~n!8,531l !CVEH!J>,J~t,NVEHl 
!:!C! :~!7 I~ 1 , !'Jt.'E!~ 
!_ - ( 1._!t.'F:H ( I > *:2) - l 
REnDC11,522,REC-L) NA 
! . -!_ + t 
REnD<l1,523,REC~Ll <I~~<M>,M~1,NA> 
!_·~ t :2'.2 +,Jl/EH < ! ) 
R~nDCl~,52~,RFC~L> (TFAXECM),M~t,Nnl 
WR!TEC9,863) ~VEH<IJ,NA 
D!J :;::3 ,J~ :L , !'~1' 
WRITE<9,862> IJKCJ>,TFAXE<J> 
·":11:.i ,- 1-11\IT T h.11 le:" 




[!C! ·:;::~ .. J~ 1 , ~~IJM 
!FCTF(J)) GO TO 22 
D!:! ;~:?. !_..,,. .~ , i'NEH 
I~'~D~TACJ,1).NE.JVEHCL)) 
l.."-l.-'..L.·I 
''• ··, ...... 





TF ( ._!) .,.. • TF;UE. 
C-:C! T!J ·2~ 




I "" H•l-L··' 
_, •••••• t •••
cnu. !>!t:N!.! 
3';"' CC!!'lT J: !'~!.!E 






STOP 'PASS ONE COMPL~TED' 
:::;unr:•-!!JT r ME' M0.i'J!..! 
1-.U/\l::•t,1-TC't":1 ,-. 
...... , ... • ,.... . . .. . . ._. 
t 1~1~ T .- ,.,, Tr:" T1-10C"' 
.,_., "•' • .,. ~ •,,•I.,,_ I • ., • • ... •I •t CO~MON 1n3/!,J,K,L,M,N1,N~,N3,N~ ;n~/FNnME,GN~ME/A5/~1(20>,A2(20) 
CO~MON /A6/ NODES,NR,LNUM,I.J,JW,JD,JH !0.7! KVTYPE<1000> 
COMMON /n8/ KFREQ<500,~) !n?I KDATA(2000,~),NH,MH,KNC22> 
COMMON 1n101 TF~2000l,TORF!1000) 1nt1/ JVEHC20),NVEH 
COMMON /Bl/ !RNC1000! /B2/ JEN<!OOO> /83/ L1<1000l 
COMMON /8~/ L~!1000) /B5/ M1!t000) /B6/ M2<1000>. 
CCM~!ON !87! M3!t000) /98/ M~C1000) /B9/ MDnTn<l000,6) 
C(~MON /BtO/ N5,N6,N7,N8 /Bit/ CVEH<20) /Bt~/ C 
CC!M!"i!·:!!'J /Cl/~::'.._! C::'2), !<L L~:2) , !<M ( 200 >, N, !N, IT, T. I, T.L, MM, I<!<, l'JA, NP, NU, NUM 
COMMON 18~! L8Ci000l /C~/ L1(1000> /C5/ LM<500> 
L_ -!.8 !'.!! .. !!•!·- '!. 
!:!f:1 t ~) .! ~ t 1 '-
!'11 ~MDATA ( ! , t) 
!' 1 :2,....MDATI~ ( T., ·2) 
~.f:~~~MDAT('; ~ ! ., :?: ) 




no t 5 ,J..,.,M ., L.!'JUM 
IF ( N 1-l"!n~TA ( ._!, 1 ) ) l 5, ::?6, 27 
!'JI. ,..,.!"!!){)T('i ( .j' 1 ) 
!'l'2.,..MD:"1Tf"I ( ._!, 2) 
!'18,....MO()T('i ( .J, ::: ) 
N't::-MDAT0. ( ._!, '!) 
130 TO 15 
!~CN2-MDATA<~ 1 :2>> 15,15,28 
N:2..,,.!'1D()Tf'l < ._!, :2) 
N:3,...,.MD()TA ( .J, :3) 





. ..-• .. •o•. I ,f.I .. "•''-• 
~'~f!(~Tr.~ ( ~·::., ~ ~ ~Mr1(lT() (I., .1 ) 
~·:r.~r'YT!) { !<, ::;·) :!"!?:!f"'T() ~ ! , :~~) 
M~0T~(~,8)-MOnTnCI,?, 
MO~T~(~,IJ)-MDnTnC!,IJ) 
!·~r1 ( .. Tf: ( ! 
1 
1) ~!'J1 
~"!0(~T~ (I, :2) ~!"t2 
!•!_!~!(~Tr~ ( ! ., 3) ~t .. t;! 
"!D:'lTA < T, IJ) ,,..N•l 
1 {) C:C!!'·JT ! t·J! ... !~ 
'. 
70 










DC1 ::=~~)(~ ! ~ l ., f'~R 
n::- ~: !"' 11 < r ) . Eo. J i u c r i .,...!...:2 < r > 
r !=' ( ''ill < r > • !=:C!. :2 i !._ t c r > '"'"'-2 < r > -r.-fu c r.._1 ) 
TF!M1C!l.E0.3l L!CI>,,,.L2CI>*~2<IJ) 
IF< !'1'1· C I l • EC•. 11 ) L 1. C I ) ""L2 ( I > 
r != ( ~!'! ~ ! ) .. EC!. 5 ~ L. l ( ! ) ~L:2 < r ) 
I c:- !!''!II •: I l • SC!. !::» !._ 1 < ! ) """'--:2 < t > 
I~ ( !'"'! 1 ( ! ) . LT. ,_!!·J ) L l < I > ~ 1 !)(~(~(' 
IF!M2C!>.LT.JD) L!<I>~10000 
T !=' ( !"!3 ! I ) • LT •. _!!-! l t .1 < T l,..,. J 0000 
::;:c·~) !:.C!~~~T I !··~!_!f: 
C::"':~_L. HEL P!·!E 





I _.~,.-~ ·r ,-·/\I Tc:" T1-1C:•C" 
'-······~'.~•-·I!•,_ r 1 , ! • . ..,>I •I 
cu~,;;,!C!!'! / r'1.? /I 1 ··-' 1 f·::, L.' M 1 !'H ' !'L?' N:::: > ~M / r\'l / FN~!'!E 1 ONtil'!F / ('i5 / 0.1 < 20) 1 {\2 ( 20) 
C:C!!·~!-<{!(1!,j /:~.~./ !'JC!C?E:~;, !'lF:, t.!'J~J!"'!, ! . .J, .Jl·J 
1 
... !D., .. JH /()7 / ~·~'.'TYPE~ 1 (~(~~) > 
COMMON !~8! KFPEQC500,2) !n9! KDnTnc2000,~J,NH,MH,KN~22) 
COMMON tnlO/ TFC2000>,TORFC1000) /All/ JV~H(20>,NVEH 
CC!!~!!··:::!!\! / B 1 .' I Bi'~ ( 1 (JC~~:') / B2/ ! E~J < 1 ~)(~() ) / B:3 / L ~. ( l ~)(H)) 
1:!.:~~··!!·~f)!\J /E~ 11 / !...~:? ( :t (~CH)) /BS/ ?'-'!! ( 1 ~)~)(~) /B.~./ !Y!~:-~ ( t ~)(~(~) 
CC!!.,fr'!C!~'.! /87/ f't!:~!(l(~(~~)) /B8/ M'l(l<)~)(~) /P,·:;-1 / 1"HJf"lT()(1.f.~(H),f. ... ) 
COMMON /810! N5,N6,N7,NS /911/ CVEHC20J /B12/ C 
COMMON /C1/~J(22>.~L<22J,KM(200J,N,IN,IT,!I,!L,MM,K~,NA,NP,NU,NUM 
!::C!"!!'!C!!·J /C'2/ L:3< !000> /C>l/ L'lC1000) /CS/ L.MC500> 
C FIND ~VTYPE AND LNUMOD 
c 
r11··, ·I·'.'. .. '.'.• T-,, 1 I "11 IM 1.··-· .... t .• ·-· '·. " ' ......... _.,. 
TO!=:!= (I ) ,.,,. • Ff'.'l!_:=:E. 
!"!7:"!0.T() (I, 5 l :-(! 
!·H:tnTA (I,!:.) ..,,.0 
c: 
71 
123 CONT I N!JE 
N,,,.O 
DO 20 ·.)""' 1 , LNU!'I 
!F(TORF<J>> GO TO 30 
N1 . .,..,MDriTi'HJ, 1 > 




!F { M. GT. ! .. NI.JM) GO TO 3~. 
DfJ tlt) !~!'1, t ... !°'i!JM 
IF<MDnTA<!,t>.NE.NI > GO TO ~1 
!FCMDATAC!,~>.NE.N2> GO TO 21 
TORF < I ) ...,, . TRUE. 
v-v ... 1 
,· ...... •, . ~ 
,T~) c:c!!'-JT r f'J!JE' 
31 KVTYPECN>~K 
N!JMfJ.D~!'J 
C FIND KFREQ nND NF~EQ 
D!J 5C~ .J~ 1 , ~JtJ!:!E~=: 
!·<~r::+.t 
!'hO 
D!J · H> I,.,, 1 , L.NU!"! 
JF!MDATAC!,1).EQ.J) N.,,,N+1 
!F<MDAT~CI,2>.EQ.J) N,,..N+1 
.~.O CONT I NUF. 
5<) 
!F!N.EQ.O> GO TO 50 
!-:'.FPEC' ( ~::, 1 ) ,,..,J 
~:·FF~EJ'.1 C ~<, :2 > .,.,,N 
CO!'JTJ!'~UE 
l\IC'C:•C'1""1-,,Lo' 
f~' I·-· .. -, ,P .. 
L ....,!<-1 
DO 70 !""1, L 
N! .,.,KFF:EC~ (I, l > 
~t2~J<FREQ ( ! , :~ ) 
M.,,,..I+1 
DO :::o ,J..,M, NFRE'G! 
!F(N2.GE.KFREQCJ,~)) GO TO 80 
N 1 .,,,.!<FREQ C ._!, 1 ) 
!'J:2~!<FREC! ~ ,J, :2 ) 
i,.·..;. I 
. .. ._. 
:~o CC!!'lT r NUE 
KFREQ<~,1>~KFREO!I,1> 
KFR~Q(K,2>~KFREQCI,2> 







7 1.:• C.tJ~J"1"" T !'J!_!E: 
OPEN<3,F!LE=GNnME,STnTus~'NEW',nCCESS~,DIRECT,,RECL~60,FORM~'FORMn 
..J.. ·i-TC'it ·· ', 
..• .... 1.· . 
WRTT~!8,560> NODES,NR,NUMOD,LNUM,NFREQ,N~EH 
560 ~OR~0TCbilO> 
DO 205 T~1,NUMOD 
WRIT~!3,530) KVTYP~<I> 
530 ~QRM~TCI60) 
"2.05 CONT I !•!UE 
no ·"'.•1"·,""7 T-1 l\lllC:U ·• •. • ' ,t. • • J I .. '" ...... I 
WR!TE<3,570) JVEH<I>,CVEH<I> 
570 C:QRM0TCI5,F55.5> 
·:'.07 CONT T 1'-J!.!F 
r •• -. ,, .. _. :? ~ (~ T ~ ~ ., L.~lt_fM 
w=:TTF ! ::=:, 5110) 
5~0 FORM~T(6T10) 
:210 CO!'J"T" :r h!!.!E 
DO ~15 r~t,NFREQ 
WPTTE!3,5~0) (~FREO!I,J>,J~l,2) 
550 FORM0TC2!30) 
:."::~ 15 CCt!'.!T T ~'.!t.1 ~ 
r.~Ct :?.~:!:~ ! .,.,.1 , !'JR 
WRITEC3,505) IBNCI>,IEN<I>,L1CI>,L2C!! 
505 ~o~M0TC~I15) 
·=·I ICr:•1-i1 ITT l\IC" •::"I IL.:1CJ::1 
• ... • ·-• ·"••' t •. •,.,• • • • ' 4 . • ... • ,_, •-· t "·~I ' 
!:.!··~f·:~,.(~!~:T~F=: ?:: , !.:c: 
C:~-!{~~:(1(: TE!=:~·:!. 5 F!~·!~!'f!E ., 1~~~(;!"'H?.: 
I ,-,,-:; T ,-... ~.I TC:- TtiC:•C: 
-· .. ··-·. •.... ..... . ' ' .. _., .. 
COMMON !03/I,~!.~,L.M,N1,N~.N3,N4 1n11FN~ME,GNnME/05/('.1 (20>,A2(20) 
CO!'!M•J~·.I .1 ('.:;. / NODF.:::::, NP, l_M_1M, I ,J, .J!rJ, .JD, ._!H / f'I 7 / ~-~ 1•1TYPE ( 1(.1f)Q) 
COMMON !~8! KFRFQ!SOO.~) 1n?1 KDnTri<2000,~>.NH,MH,KNC?~) 
C8MMON /~10/ TFC20001,TORF!tOOO> /f'l11/ JVEH<20>,NVEH 
COMM01··J /B:t/ IBNC 1000> .'P:2/ TEN< l.000) /B::?:/ L1<1000> 
COMMON /B~/ L2<1000) /85/ M1<1000) /86/ M2C1000> 
COMMnN 187/ M8(1000> /88/ M1C1000) /E9/ MDATA<1000,6) 
COMMON !810/ N5,N6,N7,N8 /Btt/ CVEHC20) /BL2/ C 
COMMnN /C1/KJ<22>,KLC2~>,KMC200),N,IN,IT,II,JL,MM,K~,N0.,NP,NU,NUM 
(:C!MM0!-1 /C:2 / L.:?. < 1000) /Cll I l_/l. ( t COO> /('.5/ LM ( 500) 
OPEN<~.FILE~'NETWORK.GRP',nCCESS~'D!RECT',RECL~70,FOR~!~'FORMATTED' 
~~ 






F=C!!=:!"-~{)T ( !:,:<, :~ ! :=: > 
[!C! 1 :! ._!~ 1 , 2(H) 
!< .. ~~ ( .J ) ~(J 
c:C!!'.!T r !'j!_!E 
~·::t. ( .j) ,...,.0 
f-:: •... ! < ·-'' ~o 
L···~·d i I\_,.\ 
•••• 1' ' '""", • ·~· 
1 :::~ C.!J!'JT I ~!IJE 
[!C! t ~)" I~ t , !'JR 
73 
Pt=:('l!J ( 'l , 50 1 > ! BN < ! ) , I EN< ! ) , L:2 ( I > , M 1 < ! ) , M:2 < I ) , M:3 < ! ) , !'!II ( I ) , L3 ( I ) , L 
501 FORM~T(~!5,~X,7I8> 
1 (~ (:!J!·.r: T t'J!,!F. 
Ct~!.. L. M01.'E 
l·Jr.: ! TF: ! -!1- , !30 t ) 
801 FORM{\T(~ ENTER THE NUMBER OF ROAD SEGMENTS TO BE nenNDONED,) 
! ... ~!\Jf.=~+:::: 
REr\D ( ~, *) NA 
!F!H~.~Q.0) GO TC 9~2 
i·JF· T TF ! * 1 :~(~:~) T 
808 FORM~T·? ENTER THE THE BN AND EN FOR nsnNDONFD Ronn SEGEMNT tt',!3 
·+- ) 
i::·::_:(:1:! ( *, *) IP., IE 
966 DO 20 .J,..,.1,NR 
T F ( T. !?.!'~ (._! i . !'.!E. I!?. ) 
! F ( ! EN ( .J) • NE:. ! E > 
!'! 1 (...!) ,.,.0 
M:::=: < ._!) ~o 
!J\""'"L:?: < ,.J) 
U-J:-!_ll ( .• ! ) 
!"'!.3 ( • ... ! ) ~~) 
GO T1I ......... 
·-· 
... : .. :. 
!JO TO ::;::2 
IF!ISN<.J>.N~.!E> GO TO 20 
J F ! I EN CJ) • NS. ! 9 > CiO TO 20 
M2 ! .J) ...,.0 
!"13 ~ .j) ~~) 
:.2~) C:C!~'lT I !"ltJE 
WRITE<~,502,REC~L> LA,LW,!B,IE 
I -I .• 1 
...• · ...... 
.. 
502 FORMnTC10X,4I15> 
! 5 CO!\!T ! !'.!!_!£: 
9 11 :2 C~!J~~T .T 1~.~~-!E 
C~:~!L.L ~i!J' .. 'E 
~·JR I Tr;: ( ~ 
1 
:?,(~';'' ) 




IF!NP.EQ.0) GO TO 945 
C:l':L !.... 1"101.'E 




601 FOR~~T(~ ENTFR THE NUMBER OF ROnD SEGMENTS IN ALL OF THE PRIVATE D 
•OT\11:::•:·." \ 
. ' ' .. ~ .... ' .· 
!=:F.0.D < *, * > NH 
[? !:! ·2 •;"> ~< ~ 1 ., !'J ~1 
Cf'lt .L M!J'.'F 
L·l!-: I T !=: ( -r.- 1 /:. Cr2 ) !-":: 
602 FORM0T(~ ENTER THE BN ~EN FOR ROAD SEGMENT tt ~,!3,' FOR THE PRIVA 
RF.AD<*.*> ~J<K>,KLCKJ 
Cr:u. MOl,!i::_: 
t·lP r TE<~, 1:.0:::: J r::._, < r:: > , r::L < r:: J 
608 FOR~~T!~ ENTFR THE PPIVnTE DRIVE MAINTENANCE COST CODF FOR ROAD SE 
+f?.!'9H:f~lT ··· , ·:-:: ! 5 ~ 
F=:~0D f *, *) ~<!'J < ~:) 
:2·;;-> !::!:1!\JT T h!UE 
1/-·I 11.IU 
••. · .. J .... t 
.!':!!:! ·:;·:=5 .J~ t 1 !'JR 
! F ( !B!'l c.n. !'lF. ~< ... ! O<) ) 
IF ( ! EN < .J J • NF.. !<L ( I< ) ) 
;-.·1·-:1 ( '' _,.., 
. •·.• ''···' ... .,,. 
!F!!8N!JJ.NE.KL(~)) 
IF ( I E!'l (..!) • N~. r~ ... ! n-::) ) 
to.I·":• ( I\_,., 
I t• ... • \ '·~· ' .... 
co~.rr :i: ~·.!!.'E 
GO TO '")':> ·-·..> 
GO TO ·")•':I ·~· , ... 
CiO TO .-,.;:. J •• ·-· 
f;(! TO .-,..:-~·.-
WR!TE<~,50~,REC~L> NH, (KJ<K>,K~l,22) 
! ... -!_+l 
t·.JR IT~ i.'. ·'1
1 




I -1 .J..I 
.... · · .... " 
WR!TE!~ 1 505 1 REC~LJ CKN(l<),1<~1,22> 
!_ ~L + t 
L···-,-, 
... ·· ·.· 
T- ·1 "IC:• 
....... , .... , 
!F(M~CI>.NE.6l GO TO 31 
IC!T8!'HIJ.GT.!~~J(!)) 1JO TO :3'1 
[!(! :?5 .)~ ~ ., l'·JH 
!F(!EN<I>.NE.KLCJ)) GO TO 36 
U"l ( !< l .,.., I EN C I ) 
!;:O T!J :34 
IF!IBN<I>.NE.~J(J)J GO TO 35 
~~...,.,~< + :t 
L..!v!!!O::)=-:!EN< T) 
!;. C! T 0 :?. 4 
,-,.·11\l"r T hll le:' 
._ ......... j ,,_, ... __ 
1-1 L~ 
·,.• . .f., ... 
!'!.':- ..,..! .• M ! ._I ) 
f!O 'l t I.,,,, l , ~< 






II t CONT I NUS 
t·!H-!'!H-!-1. 
L·.:M ! r-!H > ""!\!6 
1-:,.n . .1 1·-:··-:· 
·-· ............. . 
!F(J.EQ.O! GO TO 9~5 
C::1\ T-1 I 
... ... ... .... , .... 
10- IA_._ . ., 1 




50 CO!'lT I !'!UE: 
~·•'.l5 CO!•JTT!'!UE 
l·JR T. TS- ( fr. 1 5(H), REC:~ 1 ) !'JC!DE~::, ~JR, ~J!_IM, ! !'J, !'J", !··JF', ~JD, ~J·;1 
~' 'l 1 C:C!~J TI !\!f_!E 
R~T!J!=:!'l 
END 
·::·1 1r.1r:11-1I ITT J\IC' .-·uc,-·1.-· 
•J•..,·.• .. ·• ·······-·. ~ • ........ ·-·· ............ . 
C.Hf!f=.'!)C:TF:R C: 
CH~R~CTER~15 FNnME,GNnME 
L..C!!~ ! C:f~!- TF ., TC!~'.!=' . 
',· 
COMMON /n3/I,J,K,L,M,N1,N2,N3,NIJ /A~/FNnME,GN0ME/n5/~1<20>,n2C20) 
COMMON ln6/ NODES,NR,LNUM,IJ,JW,JD,JH /A?/ KVTYPEC1000! 
C:C"!!"-!!•tC!~J {"(i:? I f<'.F"F:EC! ( 5(H), 2) / f'\9 / ~::DA Tfl ( 2t)(H .. ), IJ ) , ~JH, MH, !<!'J ( ~?2) 
C:C!!~!"'!(~!'~ / (") .t <) / TF ( ·2~)~)t) ) , T!JRF ( t ~)(>0 > / f.l 11 / .J'JEH ( :2(~ ) , f'J'..'EH 
COMMO~ !R1/ !BN<iOOO> /82/ IENC1000) /88/ L1C!000) 
CC!M!" .. ~!:!!'! /B'!/ L:2~ !(!(!~)) /85/ Mt (..t(H)0) /Bl~/ M:2( 1(~(~~)) 
CO~MON /87/ M2C1000> /PS/ M~(1000) /89/ MDnTnc1000,6> 
COMMON /R10/ N5,N6,N7,N8 /Bll/ CVEHC20) /812/ C 
COM~ON /C!/~~<221,KLC?2>,KM<200>,N,IN,IT,II,IL,MM,KK,N~,NP,NU,NUM 
C~C!!"H•!!~!!'! / C.~? / 1_:3 ( .t ~)~)(:1 ) / (~'1 l L. l.l ~ 1 (H)~)) / C:5 / LM ( !5(H)) 
OP~~!5,FILE~'NnM~s~,nccEss~'D!RECT~,R~CL~l5,FORM~~FoRMnTTED') 
REt)!.! ( ::! ., 5:31 ) ~ll_! 
5:.;: 1 FC!~·!··~r") T ! ! 75·) 
=:·?·., 
·-··-··-
1u-·1 .. -t 
• ........ ·.•.• 
v·-,-i 
....... 
DC! :;~~) .J~ 1 .,· ! !'J 
FORMATC2I15,2F15.2,!15) 
r-"C!r-:! .. ~(.)T( l5!5> 
!='!~1!=".:M1:\T ( :l 5F5. :?. ) 
F:E"~D ( :3., 5::::2) 
C•t:':" ;\ !""1 f •::> C:·?·":> \ 
. •• ... • ·- ~ ·-·., ...... _ .. _., 
C'•';::'/\n' •::1 ~·?11' 
t '•. ,: ''~• \ ·-• J •,.••_. I I 
.. !~·J , ._!D, A 1 ( .J I , n:2 < ._! > , N\IEH 










·-:,,-.., .. , T - i f\tO 
··~· • .. • '••' ... ·• ... J I '"f ~ 
! F ( !'9! I! ( ! ) . EC!. 1 ) L 1 ( I > ""'L2 < T. ) 
T F ! !'!II ! ! } . F.C1 • :2 l !_ t ( ! ) ,..,.1_:2 ( ! HH'l1 ( ._!) 
TFfM'1(!).EQ.8) LJCI>~L~(J)*A2(J) 
IF < M i'1 ( I ) • F.t). IJ > !_ 1. < T > :":'!"f..2 < T ) 
IF(M'1<I>.EQ.5> LtCI>~L?<I> 
T F ( M 'I ! I > • E=.:C!. /:. ) !..1 ( ! ) ~L '2 ( T ) 
T F ( !.,.1 ( ! ) . L.T .... !~·J) L. J. ( I ) ,..,, 1 0000 
Tr::-! r·.i·;-~ ! ! ) . ! .• T •.. !D) '·· t C ! >.,.,, 1 0000 
IFCM3!!).LT.JHl Ll<I>~lOOOO 
1-1-1i,IT1"f'..JI u: 
· .. ···-·· ... -'- ........ . 
DO :?:5 r-1, ~lR 
WR!TEC6,505,R~C~Ll IBNCil,IENC!l,L1Cil,L2Cil 
FORMAT ( 'l ! 1 ~ > 
t.~t-+1 
:35 CONT! !'1U!=.: 
C•C::-1.ITl\IT'l /.. 
............ ·' . .. .... • .. • 
IF i !'-.!P. EC'. (! l CiO TO •:;'• '17 
c::F.t·l T !'!!:! :?. 
F~!?f':[! ~ ;3 
1 
5:31 ) f'.J!J 
!"!!'!""" ( t!'h:2) +~-~ 
DO :;:!:2 TL""' 1 , ! !'J 
P~nDf8,532l JW,JD,A1!ILl,n~CTLl,NVEH 
RF.~D ! :?. , 5:3:3) ( .J'.'EH ( .JY > , .JY~ 1 I !'Jl.'F.H) 






F~JF~Mf'l T < /~. J :t C~) 












DO ::;:11 !\!-:-1 , LNU!'1 
REf'1D { 7' 5'!· 1 I REC=L) l'M' N5' ~~6 '.i'l7 









DO 2:'.;! IM.,.,.1, NH 
!B.,,,K,J < !M) 
T. E,,,.~-::L ( II•!) 
!F < I B. EC!. ~M ) GO 
IF ( TB. SO. !'15 > GO 
I I= ( ! E. ~C!. N '! ) Ci!J 
! F ( I~. EC.!. NS > GO 
130 TO :23 
... !H~ .. !H+1 
MDf'fff.'l ( .JH, 1 ) ,,.,l'M 
MDATf'.'J ( .JH, :2) ,..,.N5 
MDf'lT(': < .JH, 3) ,..,,N~. 
MDATf.\ ( .JH, '! } .,.,.N7 
,-.,-11\l"T" T 1\11 IC' 











DC! :2:2 .! ~ 1 I !'"'!!-! 
!FC~MCT>.EQ.N~> GO TO 25 
!FCKMCI).EQ~N5> GO TO :25 
r~ ,-, T ,-1 . ., ·"°7' 
·-··-· '·-· .#., •• 
IU- IU..i.1 .... , ..... _., .... 
MDl'Hr'l ! ... .!H, 1 ) ""NI! 
MDr.i T fl ! .... !!-! ., 2 > ""N5 
MD0.T() ( .JH, 3} ""!'J~. 
MDli T fl ( ._!H ., 11 } .,...N7 
!JC! TO 3'1 
CONTINUE 





'?4 7 CO!'.!T [!\JUE 
OC''T"I IC::•l.1 
I '"'-• I ··-'I ''" 
SUBRO!.!T T NE M01•1E 
~::Hf~F=:(~C:T~R C: 
CHnR~CTER~15 FNAME,GNAME 
LOG I Cfl! .• TF, T!:!RF 
COMMnN !A3!!,J,K,L,M,N1,N2,N3,N'I 1n'l/FNnME,GNAME/A5/n1<20>,n2c20> 
(:!J~'!t .. !C!!'J / f:::I-:. / !'J!JDE!3, !'lR ., L.f'!!J!1, I .. J, JL-J, . .JD·, .. _!H If'. 71 k:t,.1TYPE ( 1 ~)f)~)) 
COMMnN /A8/ ~FREQC500,2) /A9/ KDATA<2000,~J,NH,MH,KN<22) 
COMMON /~10/ TFC2000),TORFC1000) /Atl/ JVEHC20>,NVEH · · 
COMMON /Bj/ !BN<lOOO) /82/ IENC1000) /83/ LlClOOO> 
COMMON /84/ L2<!000> /85/ MlClOOO> /B6/ M:2C1000) 
COMMON !871 M3C1000J /BS/ M1C1000) /89/ MDATAC1000,6) 
COMMC!!·! /B!O/ N5,Nl:.,N7,N8 /Btt/ CVEHC20) /Bt2/ C 
COMMON /C1/KJC22) 1 KLC22>,KM(200>,N,IN,IT,II,IL,MM,K~,Nn,NP,NU,NUM 
COMMON /C2/ L3C1000> /C1/ L1C1000) /C5/ LMC500> 
!·ff~ I TE ( *, 5'?/.:. > 
596 F0PMATC5X} 
:.2·? i::C!!'JT T. !'!!..IE 
Pr:=:TU!=:i·~ 
E~!T:! 
1 1 (~ 
5t7 
<= 1 ·=· .~:1 • •J 
•;J5 
CHAR0CTER~15 FNAME,GNnME 
! .. C!!~~ T (:n!_ !_(![!, LP 




!)! !":!:::t··J~;: ! o;'! ~":._! ( ~~-:) -, ~<L. ~ ·2~2 >, k'.!"t ( :~:2 > 
COMMON /Al/ NODES 1n21 NV /03/ MM /A~/ NR /n6! NFR~Q 
t:~:!!~!"'~C!!"l 
C:C!!~!~!C!h! 
/ O·I / ~-' 
/Ct/ 
P!. C'50() '.• / B2 I ! F~!D ( 500 ) l 8:3 / 
JVEH<~O! /C4/ NSPEC 
I BEJ3 ! !'! ( 5<Y> > 
!Ell KFREQ(500,2) /E2/ KDnTAC1000,6! 
!Ft/ NAMECl000,20> /F3/ IIC1000) /F4/ IV(iOOO> 
·, 
1'1-1tvt~ .. 1t-1f\I 
................ , .. 
C.!)!"H"'!(!!•l 
CC!~H .. ~rl!'! 
,-.,-,1 ... :1.1.···hl 
' ... · .. •• ...... .. 







/ H l / t"'IMM ., ! 0, !'~fl ( 5!) > , !<F!OUTE ( 500 > , OPTPf.'l T < 500) 
/HJ/ NROUTE!50,500! 






c:: .• -. C::• t.n , .... ,- ( ,_ 'J ·=· T •=I \ 
. . ...... , . ' • ..• • , ... , • ... • .... ·-· ~ 






~ ... ""'!" ! . ·+- ::-: 
RE~0!4,5!7,REC~L! MH 
!F!MH.~Q.0) GO TO 95 
RF~D!~,518,RFC~L! !KM<IG!,IG~t,22) 
.,.!~~!~--t _,. ·~~-:: 
! F ~ .. ! ., F:C~ ~ ~)) 1J!J TCt ·;1~ 
DC! ~ 1 C~ ! ~ t 1 .J 
... !t~~ ~: -::··~·* r '+ 1 
.J8.,... .. !fl+2:t 
I -f ..i..1 
·-··· ....... 
R~0D(q 1 518,REC~L> (KM<V>,K~JA,JE! 
,-.,-,1,_1T T hll IC" 
._ •• p ..... _j. .......... .. 
FC1F:!•T!(~ T { ~1 x, :2'2 ! 3) 
IC:.,,.T.Y·H~~l:·-!!-IY) 
r .... , ·1 ,-, 1 r o- 1 T ,-. 






IF ~· !'1!. 1!'! .. ~Cl. 0 > GO TO 1 O;~ . 
f)(! ·: :~ .. !"""". ~ ·-: •• ~, 
• 
_ !Xt t:::: I,..,.t, NR 
Nf.'1ME ( I , ,_!) ..,.0 
DO 11 !.,...,1, NUMOD 
1 l CONT I N!JE 
c READ INPUT DnTn 
1:~ 
555 FORMnT(!60> 
I:!O -111 .. ,_!,..,.. t , NUMOD 
79 
RE!-':D ( 8, 555) !<\'TYPE (,_I) 
l /1 C!J!'JT I NU~ 
560 FORMAT<I5,F55.5) 
DO 15 f•;-. .t , !'lUMVSH 
READC3,560! JVEH<K>,CVEH(K) 
t 5 C:f)!,JT ! !'J!_!E 
500 FORMATC6I!O> 
DC! :21 !<~ :t ,.!·~!...!!"f 
READ<3,500) <KDATACK,N>,N~1,6) 
21 r:ct~JT I N! .. !E 
502 FORMATC~I30) 




C:!)!'JT I f'Jt!E 
.JSAt/S~~) 
DC! :2~) L~ l , h!R 
REnD<3,520J J,I,KVnL,KDIST 
5~0 FORMAT~~!15> 
JF(J.EQ.JSnVE> GO TO 22 
I BEG t !•l ( ._r > :-:t_ 
:2:~ .J!SA'.'E~ . .J 
I!!LJ'""t 
r V < L > =~<'.'0.L 
t D r:;::T ! L) ~!<DIST 
TEND<._!) .,.,L 
·2~) 1:!J!'JT ! !'1!..!E 
DO 90 IAA~1,NFREQ 
IF<KFREQCinA,2!.EQ.0) GO TO 90 
DC! l ~) ! ~ :t ., !'JC![!~S 
TL ( I > ~::-. F.O~. 
P!_ ( I ) '""°2. EO!:> 
PD ( ! > .,,.,2. E"O.(:. 
! .• P < ! >..,.. F~LSE. 
l ~:- C:C!!'1T ! !'J!..!E" 
NSTART~KFREQ(!AA,!> 
LP(NST~RT>..,..TRUE. 
PL ( !'JST~RT) ~C' 
PD ( f'l:3T(lRT > ,...0 
t..riSTLP.,,.,N:::T f.':F:T 
D~J :?,!) I~::-~, !'JC!!JE~3 
!1,...TBEGIN<LriSTLP> 
T 2,..,. ! ~ND ( !J'l:3Tt.P > 
DO 1 6 ._!- ! 1 , I 2 
~:Go,.,. T I ( ,.! J 
IFCLP<KGG>> GO TO 16 













.DC! l 7 ~1~ 1 , ~JODE:; 
!FCLPCJ)} GO TO 17 
!FCTLCJ>.GT.XM!N> GO TO 17 
!"fI!'h . .! 
XMIN,.,,TLC.J! 
l7 C!JNT!N!_!E 
PL ( M !!'n ,,.,.XM P! 
TL! MIN> ""'2. F.01::. 
L.P ! MI!'.! ! ~. TRUE. 
L.fl:?TLF'"'"M ! N 
CONT I !'!UE 
r""~M-=-~) 
DO 35 T~~t,NUMOD 
IM,..,.~O::Df':T1~ ( ~<r·JT, t) 
Il'!.,..~<IY~ Tr': C ~<NT, 2) 
~~'.'~!--:·\iT"':'°F-'~ ( ! ~< > 
f·::!•!T...,.~·::l·JT +l'N 
!FC~P.EQ.0) GO TO ~2 
!F!!P.GT.!Y> GO TO '12 
D!J 5';'' I G-=- i , .J!"! 
!FO-:'.._!( !GI .F.C~. TM> 
!FH~:.Jc IG! .EC'. !!'J) 
! F O<L { !G ! . EC!. IM) 





TO '! '? 
TD 4 9 
TIJ 'I'? 
TO 4'? 
5'~' c::C!!'~T ! ~JtJE 
IF(MH.EQ.0) GO TO 42 
DO '?7 !GG..,,.1, MH 
TFC~MC!GG>.EQ.IM> GO TO '19 
IFC~MCIGG>.EQ~IN> GO TO 49 
97 CC!l'JT T. l'J!JE 
'12 (;Ct!°'JT ! N!JS 
LDIST.,..PDC!M!-PDCIN> 
LDISTl...,.If':BSCLDTST> 





I c:.,...ri.i. , ~.. 4 t I 
C;C1 TC! 5!) 
iJ IJ ! B"" ! !'! 
IE,,.,IN 
81 
5(: C~LL TRnCED<IB,IE,IK,LDIST1> 
l>IM-v"l\IT - 1 






r11-1 C:: /. T - 1 hll IM! JC'U 
-·-· ,_,,_1 ... '• ... ' t .. ,_,, f ........ I • 
WRITE!8,777) ~VEHCI>,CVEHCI> 
56 CO!·!T T !\lUE 
WRITE<S,6?9> CCKDnTACI,J>,J~1,6J,!~1,NUM> 
[!C! ~5 I:":':' 1 , t·JfJJ:!S!3 
L .. ~. ~!PEf3!!'~ < ! ) 
! .. 2...,.IEN!J( I> 
DC! .~.5 .J~L .. 1 , L.. 2 
WR!TEt8,603> I,II<~>,<NAMECJ,L>,L~1,20) 
~:.5 i::C?!°'!T ! t·l!...!E 
55 C!J!"~T I NUE 
CLOSE<8,STATUS~'~EEP'> 
!:.!J TO 101 
102 nPEN<9,F!LE=GNAME,STnTus~'NEW') 
(1M!"'~~~) .. () 
WRTT~(?,777> MM,nMM 
CU:!::::E ( ·;i I :3Tf'1T!_!:3.,,,,.··1-::EEP·') 
STOP 'PASS TWO COMPLETED' 
F-!,JD 
:::UBROUT I NE TF:flCED < ID, I 0, .J.J, LD ! ST2 > 
CH~R~CTER*15 FNAME,GNAME 
LC!!J!f~('~L LC!p,t_P 




INTEGF.F:-!t-<'! !V' ~-::vnL, !<D!S:T' rnr::::T' LD!ST, LflI:::Tt, LT!IST2, f·::Df:Tf':I, f·~c 
dOMMON /~1! NODES !A2! NV /~3/ MM 1n~1 NR 1n6/ NFREQ 
COMMON /Pl/ PL<500) /82/ IEND!500) /83/ !8EGINC500) 
COMMON !Cl! JVEH!20> /Cq/ NSPEC 
COMMON /D1/ LOD<1000> /D2/ KVTYPEC1000l !D3/ NUMVEH 
C:!:!~w°!! .. !Ct!'J 
CC!f'~MC!!'J /Fl/ 
KFREQC500,2> /E2/ KDnTAC1000,~) 
N~MEC1000,20) /F3/ T!C1000) /F~/ r 1•1 < ~- ooo > 
CC!!•!!•!ON /G l /I 1 r .t , L2, UV'\, TM., IN, IX, I Z /G2/ ,J, .JS()1.'E, ._! .• !..!, ... !!<J 
COMMON /G3/K,KDIST,KGG,~NT,KVf':IL,K1 /G~/K2,KC,KK,KLK,KP,KTOT,KY 










T 1-1-T 11 
................ 
L·'-·"'.> 
... · .... 
/U·-1 I 
I o I"• I !\!ROUTE C 50, 500 > 





DO 50 I.,..L1, L'2 
!"! H:"E,..,. ! I C ! > 
KC.,..<PL!IQ!-PLCMIKE>>*KY 
!FfKS.EQ.IV!!>> GO TO 55 
5·:) CC!~JT I t'!IJS 
k:~!<-,. 




C:PTP~ T ( ~·::) ~tvt ! ~<E 
IF!M!KE.EQ.IX> GO TO 31 
r C!~f"! ! ~·~E 
!<'~J<·+-1 
L .. ! -= ! 8St3 I !'J < ! Q ) 
C:C! T!J :3:2 
f~: !='..,,. f~: - 1 
IF(!<P. !.!::. ()) !JO TO 13 
! C!,,,.OPTF'f'i T ( k:-1 ) 
L 1 .,..~·::ROUTE ( I Co ) + :t 
IFCLl.LE.tENDC!Q)) GO TO 32 
l."-Lo·"-1 
r.. I'• "" 
r3C! TC! 5'.~! 
31 CONTINUE 
!'!f'l ( N > ,.,.,!< 
LC!JJ < ._l.J > ~ .. TR!JE. 
!:!(! .~.~) ._!- t ., ~-:: 
NROUTE<N,J>~OPTPf'iTCJ> 
l'J-;f'~+ t 
GO TO :59 
1 :::~ c:c~!'JT r !'J!J~ 
!F<.NOT.LOD!JJ)) GO TO 18 
DO 92 IZ~l,NFREQ 
!FCKFREQ<IZ,1).EQ.10> KFREQCIZ.~>~VFRFQ'!Z,2>-1. 
IF<KFREQC!Z,1>.EC.ID) KFREOC!Z,2>~KFRED<IZ,2>-1 
!:C!!\!T ! !'~t!E 
Mr.,,M~!'J-.t 
THEN 
.0 ! :ST~?:! I :3T-1 ~)(.'~)~) 
LDIST2~LDIST2-10000 
Ef\l[~ ! F 
IFC!O.GE.ND! THEN 
L! ! ::ST-DI :::T-1 OC'(~~) 
l.DIST2~LD!ST2-10000 
'::ND.IF 
r:io :::no I'-!- t , ~JI.I 
lvlM-Mlol..1.I 
I II···, 1• • • I. 
KDATf'l!MH,5)~LnIST2 
~~DATrl ( M!1, ~-I ~DI ST 
LVTYPE~KDf'iTnCMM,1) 
DO 250 JKJ~l,NUMVEH 





DO :.;:oo LL .... t ' MMl1 
r:>=Nf'I ( L.L) 
0.MM,,..:'lMM-1. • 0 


































r:'' ('•) C> •:.' •:) 
10 lf) (> () (i (I) (h 
~- ' ~~ (•) (·~ _,. -4 
84 
L.!~!!J T c::~t .. *~~ Y, T 
CC!!•!!"1C!!'J / ~ 1 /L' r·lR ·; LN!.11'1, IN' ~!(\'NP' N·~' TB' IE' r' . ...! ',..!!"!' !C' NU!'1, NVEH 
COMMDN /n2/ KTOT(1000> /A3/ !SN!lOOO> /A~/ !ENCtOOO> 
C(!!"!!~O!'J /{':5/ Nf.'\MF.C 1000, '20> /·M~./ Y.'.Df'iT()C 1000, I'!> 
COMMON /81/ FNAME;GNAME,HNnME,INAME 
CC!!"!MC!!'l /B2/ C'.'F.H\70~ /B::~/ ,J1.'EHC70> /B'l/ ::S!J1'!(70,:2) /P.5/()TOT,CTOT 
COMMON /Cl! KJ(22>,KLC22>,JH 
DIMENSION VM<~2> · 
!"!!y!-(~ 
rJC! 5~? ! ~ 1 , 1 C~(H) 
~-:"'T(•T < T ) ,,,,0 
53 CC!NT J NUE 
ii1-t ,:. CJ T - ·t -,,·, 
_ ... _ .. _ ... ·•···· ... '·' .... 
C1•1!?H i I> ~o. 0 
?":!?) 1-:.6 .J~ 1 ' ·2 
:;:UM ( ! , ._r ) """0. 0 
.~ .. ~. c:~:!!°'fT ! ~'l!..!E 
-~ ·;> C:C!!"JT I !'l!J!;: 
,-,r.·C"l\I f ·=• r.TI '-::-""IYIC:•C::•··· \ 




F:E(~[' ( 5' 50'1 ) NR' uiuM' ! N' N{). NP' N9 
501 FORM~T<t1X,5I8,8X,I8> 
TF<NP.EQ.0) GO TO 309 
! __ .,..".!R+!'l('.)+·2 
RF~D(5,551,REC~L) JH, <K~<K>,K~1,22> 
!_ -! ... ~-1 
F:Eno ( 5, 553' F:EC.,.,.L) ( f<L ( v.) '1<'"'"1, 2:2, 
! .. ':":"!_~ ~ ~ 
!=.'.F.~~-tr! ( 5' 55:3' REc:~L' ~ l<M ( !<) 'f·~~ j , :2:2) 
55! ~ORMATf!1,22I3l 
553 FGRMnTtiX,~2I3> 
209 RF00(8,508> GF,DF,PF 
RF~nc8,508) GV,OV,P'.' 
RE~D(8,509> PC2,PS3 
RE:~"r! ( ::: 1 St)~'> 
!=:Et! f) ! :? , 5C~'? ) 
C• ~ /\. 11 I•=• A:,1')•:) \ 
' • .•• ·' ...... 1 .... l ·-· ... •' , 
F:F:.i~[! ( :~, 5t)9) 
RFr1n < :=!, 509 > 
R~0.[! ~ :~, 5 !:2) 
Fl.-. ·-:1 0 .::· . ., ,_.JI 1' I •, .4 .... 

















t::i :r ·=- ·ri ;-:: .. n · •:- " .... •-t ~!I ::: !~ ·;.~ :.-1 
.::o ;o '.o o ;.:i o ;5 ;5 Tl ·;1 u :i:i :o ;o ·n 
....... -. ;u ..... :o ;--1 ...... -.. ..- :o •-t ...... t--t 
01 ·-I ·-1 •7 --' :r --1 --1 ;:: ~ :r ·-I --1 ·-1 .... 
-:::- rr1 m 5 Hi :;. rr1 m ·o :.> :::> iTI m m • 
--1 ...... --t ....... ,-. • • ~.... ..~ ....... ~..... rn 
r-t (._:1 {•) ....... (0 ........ (\J (V ;:: Z ~ (J t...:• 1: 1) ~=-
:1 .. .. (JI .. '· ... ... m iri ' .. ... ,, 
>-- ··.:) 't) ~< ':J --~· -.u 
(1' (.l' - Ci' (l"- 1)' <:• \.) 
Z ...... ;-..a. C• tt1 .-- ., .... 














··o ..... (·) ..:::. 
<u 0 UI Ci 0 
z 
'"' ::> (.i) .... 
:s: 
--1 
fll '.') + 
--1 z 






















• ... • 











:r: . ,_. 



























!FC!BN<I>.GT.IENC!!) GO TO 50 
DO l..1"1 1-T 1\10 ._. ... '-· .. ..,. , .... , 
!F<I.EQ.J) GO TO 60 
IF ( I B!'H .. ! ) • NS. I !=::!•J< I > ) GO TO 60 





GO TO 50 
60 CONTINUE 




t·!P r TE ( :?! , ''i't· l > 
~·!R ; TF.: ( :;: , '? .~. 1 ) 
!7C!PMiH ( ::;:: X, ,. '.'FH I CLE,. , 1 :2 X, ,. (INNUAL'' ) 
!='O!==:MfiT C •l X, ·" C!JDF:: ·" , 1 il X, "'DI STANCE,., 1 'IX, ,. f'.'\N!'H.!l''i! .. ,. ) 
FORMnT<~X,,.NUMPER"',12X,"'IN MILES",15X,,.COST') 
FORMATCT7,3X,F20.2,10X,"'$',F9.:2) 
1:!R I TE ( ::;:: , ·::170 > 
1,1£:• T Tc:' f ·-:• 0;,"7 I \ 
............... ·-·, .· ..... • 
l·!R T TE ( ::;: , ''i'7"?) 
w=:rT;::1:::, ·;•,1;,1 > 
I.IC:• T Tt:" f ·":' .;, I. 1 \ 
..,., • ' I'-• \ ·-· '/ .• '-'. I 
fHCIT.,.,.O. 0 
T~. TRLlE. 
f.?C! 8~) ! -= ! , 7C~ 
~97 FORMnTCI7,3X,2F20.2! 
!FCCVEHC!l.EQ.O.O> GO TO 80 
IF ( T) THE!·! 
~·JR r TE ( 3' '?T::) I ' (SUM ( r ' Y.) 'I<"" 1 ' 2) 
T~.FALSE. 
END!F 
~·JR! TE ( 3, '! ·~·7 ~ ! , ( :::UI'! < I , ~-:: > ., y,,.,, l , ~? > 
:?. t CTOT..,.CTOT-!-:::!.!I•! ( ! , :2 I 
ATOT~ATOT-!-SUM(!, ll 
8(~ C:Cr!'lT ! !\!!_!F: 
l.iC:• T TC' I·':• •':i I. 1 \ 
......... 1-\·.J, ... ~ ..... , 
WR!TE(8,496) ~TOT,CTOT 
A96 FORMAT<,. TOTAL"',F20.2,10X,"*',F9.2) 
505 FORMATC11X,I8,24X,3I8> 
Lo"-·":· 
... ·· .. 
PREC..,,.O. 0 






~-JF.1 TTE ( :3' I~}~\ j ) 





FOP!"!(~ T '. 1 ·;• X ., ··· 0.~J!•JUf'lL , .. , ·:;> X , ··· f'INNUAL,. , ·? X , ,. flNNUf'IL,. , ';'°' X ., ··· l"i!'l!'J!..!f\!. ·' ) 
F0RM~T(3X,,.8N,.,3X,,.EN,.,11X,,.VM',t3X,,.FM,.,l1X,,.RECON',10X,,.RESURF,.> 
~n~M~Tt~T~ "7V ,~,. ~..., ~ "7V ,.~,. F7 ~ "7V ,.~,. ~..., ~ ~v ,.~,. ~..., ~' 
r ... ,, t• •: • ' •, .a. t '·~· , # I\ ~ - 1 ' I 1' ,o • ll I '' J - J I e ..._ J I I\ J - } I ' • .-.._ J I 1\., ~ '# I I • .A. I ~ f ..... 
~~F~ ! TF:: ~ -~ ., ·?7 •'!. > 
l·JR ! T?".:: '3, •:;>75) 
T-:-. T~:t.!E. 
~·JR! T!? ( ::: , ·;-) .':-. :!. ,. 
~·JR I TC: ·: :;: ., .;, ~-. 1 > 
CLOSE 1 1,ST0T!JS•'KE~P,.) 
CLOSE!2,STATUS-,.KEEP,.) 
!:HJ 1~'(.' T ~ 1 l !'JR 
!F!!PN!T>.GT.T~N(J)> GO TO 89 
R~00 1 5,505,REC~K> DIST,SURF,Ln,LW 
l. .,...1-.1~·+? 
!~ 1 ~A.~0.0> GO TO 11~ 
f.!(~ 1 l t ··~J~ ·1 , !'1!~ 
PEAD!5,S10,RFC~L> !T,TL 




I -I ~1 
· .......... ; .. 
510 FOR~nT(~OX,2I15> 
! ·j. 1 C:C!!'.~T ! !'J!_!E 
l !2 C:C!!\JTI!,itJr:: 
!F!NP.~Q.0) GO TO 116 
[!C! l·-:01 I 1-1 IU 
·• "• .. •-••,.• ... I i.,., ' 
IF ( < I B!'H ! ) . EC!. ~-:: ... ! < ._!._!) ) • r"l'Jn. ( I E'f'H ! ) . EO. !<L { ... !._! > > ) 
T != ( ( I EN < T ) • EC!. ~:: . ..! ( .J._! > > • (.IND. ( 1 BN < ! > • =:!). ~·::!_ < .J._! > > > 
J21 ~ONT!NUE 
11 (:, ~!\'!-·t.:~ • (! 
'-..'!·!-c.:~ .. c~ 
C:•C:-1-·1-11\l-t'\ ,, 
.......... ··-··. '•'. ·-· 
PF.::.:!_!F:F~(!. (~ 
T !::- ( !7,:!_1!=!F9. EC!. 1.-...) 
T !"'.'(.::;:!.!RF. !=:1). IJ ~ 




TC ,. •=·1 ll:•C' c::'f"\ "'.> \ Tl.J~l\I 
. . ' ... ··-·· "' . ,_ ..... ·- , ....... .. 
89 
89 








·- .•. ..., J . 
GO TO 88 





























:r. F ~ F''') .. ~C! .. (~ •· (! ~ C~f.1L.~_ ~< ! p ( I B~J ~ r > 1 IE~! ( I ) ., ~:E!=:!..!R 1 '/M 1 [I! !;:T, I~!., r~F'., ~JF:) 
I~!GTOT.LT.100! THEN 
~EC0N~<DTST*PC1~2/100.Cl*nPRC 




fF((()TOT.GE.qoo>.AND.<ATOT.LF.?50)) THEN -~ . -
~ECON"!D!ST*2/100.0•CCCPC~-PC1)/550>*<ATOT-IJ00)+PC1>>*APRC 
~·!;=:=:!.!RF"" ( D IST·!!-:2/ 1 00. o* ( ( ( p:~~"?-P:31) /550) * rnTOT-400) +P::=.: 1 ) Ht()PRS 
Et,l(! !r-




'•·' .. ,J _.,I 
F.ND!F 
r3C! TO 8'7 
c ~***~~~**~~~*******~***~**~**~*~***********~***~*~**~**~****~ 















l.!P I TE ( 3, '':i'7 6 > I B!'J ( I > , I EN ( I ) , 1.'M, FM, REC ON, F:ESURF 
GC~ T!J 89· 
~!-.![! r. :-
W~! TE ( 3, 506) IBNCJJ,IENC!J,VM,FM,RECON,RESURF 
T!•!CB,..,,,TMCB+ ( Lf'i*!_L·H~BMC > 
:~·? ~::-!<+ 1 
·?~) (:(1~.!T T. !'lf..!E 
~·JF.~ ! T!:-: ( :~~ l ·~I.~ l ) 




F0!==:!"1(1T ( :2I5, IJF 15. 2) 
FORM~T<5X,'TOTnL',6X,'!',F8.~,6X,'$',F8.2,6X,'$',F8.2,bX,'$',F8.2) 
l-JR I TF: ( ::;: , '?(:. 1 ) 
l·JR I TF I:~ i ·;·~. 1 ) 
!F(TG.FQ.OJ THEN 
WRIT~!2,600> TMCB 
600 FOPM~T<'TOTAL BRJDGE MAINTENANCE COST',15X,3X,'~~,F1J.2) 
~·~F~ IT~ ( :? 1 '?1:.1 > 
WR!TE!2,601) TVL 
601 FORM~T<'TOTAL VALUE OF LAND',25X,F;5.2) 
l·JR ! ri:: C:?., 9.~.1 ) 
WR!TE<3,602) PFM 
602 FORM~T(~ToTnL PRIV~TE DRIVE MAINTENANCE COST',8X,F15.2) 




603 FC!Ri•!{Yf(·'TOT:~L PRI'.'!HE DR!VE RECONSTRUOTI!JN co:;T",5X,Fl5.2) ·-
~·JF:'! TF. ( :~:, ·?.~.1 > 
WRIT~C3,601) PMCB 






IF ( .f G. NE. 0) CALL BC ( T'.1M, TFM, TRC, TF:S, TVL ,TMCB, CTC:T, PMCB, PREC, PFM > 
STOP ~pnss THREE COMPLETED' 
::;:!.!P.!'.=:C• 1.!T ! N~ r"!Bf\NDON 
c:~·'.(~f=:FtC .. 1"EF:~ t 5 Ff'J(~~!F' c~~J()!"~E' H~J~~!E 1 T ~Jf\M~ 
~::C!!~! .. ·!~.:1!'.! /A 1. / t., !'JR, ! __ !'!!_!M, I !\J, ~JA, N!==•, ~J?, ! B, ! E., ! , ._! ., Mf"'!, ! c:, !'·!f. .. !!"'!, N\/~H 
CC!MNO~ ln2! KTOT(1000) /A3/ IBNC1000) !A1/ IEN<1000l 
COMMON !n5/ NAME!1000,~0> /A6/ KDATAC1000,4) 
COMMON !Bl/ FNAME,GN0ME,HN~ME,IN~ME 
CO!v!'"!C!!'! /!?.~'?/ C'.'!::H(70) /'P.:?./ . .! 1.'~H<70) /'84/ ::::U!"H70.,:2) /E.5/ATrJT,CTOT 
co~~ON /Cl/ KJ(27!,~LC22>,JH 
J.JC:•T7c:"l-:O •::";/.'!' 
.,.,. \.1 ..... • ..... , ,• ··-'·•·' 
~JR T Tr:;: ' 3 I ·;is 1. .~ 
t·m T TF ! 3, '?:32) 
·?:3:2 FOF:!·!fH ( ,. THE nBl':NDONED ROAD :=:ErJMENTS ") 
l·JPTT!=::C?., '?61 > 





I -l ..._1 
• ... ·- ... 






COMMON /~:2/ KTOTC1000) /()3/ !BNC1000> 1n11 IFN<1000) 
COMMON /A5/ NnME(!000,20) lnbl KDnTn<!000,4> 
COMMON /81/ FNAMF,GNnME,HNnMF,INAME 
COMMDN /8~/ CVEHC70> /88/ JVEHC70> /B4/ SUMC70,2> /85/ATOT,CTOT 
COMMON /Cl/ KJC22>,KLC~2),~H 
961 FOF:!~0.T C 5X > 
L·JF! ! Tf:'.: ~ ~:!, ·;->t, t ) 
~JF.• ! ·r~ ( ::=:' '?/:. t ) 
\·!F: I TC<::=:, ·;;13 t1 ) 
91 
984 FORM~Tc~ TH~ Reno SEGMENTS CONVERTED TO PRIVnTF OWNERSHIP") 
~JR! Tr:-~ ~3, ,~,.~, t ) 






t \t- I •-•I ..... 




LC!!3.TC!1t .. *2 Y, :! , Z1, Z:2 
I!"-JTE!?.E:R·:i-~2 D!!;T 
RE:~J I ND 1 
OPS!'J ~.~.,FIL F.:.,,,.··L·JE IGHT:::. GRP", STr-iTUS.,,,.,. OLD", P.CCES:;~ .. · DIRECT"' , FORM=-::' FORMA 




30 R~nDr9,601) M1,M2,Y,NS,OT 
601 FORMATt2I5,4X,L1,I5,F5.1> 
!FCMl.GT.M2> THEN 
··-=·-•vt·; 1_,,_. I t I 
Mt~!·!·:-~ 
M--:•- f•':t 
• ··-. ·i_ •• _. 
Ef\JD TF 
IFCM1.NE.N1) GO TO 80 
IFCM2.NS.N2) GO TO 30 
! !'~!'J~ ! !'~+ 1 
Y~-:-C'. (J 
C~U. TERM C Yf':, DT, Y) 
.t C.,.,, I "J+ C !'JP* IN ) 
P\'MC:~(~. C~ 
1 :3 CONT! NUE 
5 ,., . .., ........ 
r •• -, 
....... 
!'r!C!~~) 













.. , (.1 • 
!_ =-f'N+l.NUM+MO 
REnD<4,503,REC~L> CI4CI1>,Il~1,NV> 






D!J il 0 ! 1 -= 1 , ~·N 
R~AD <I;., 5(!6 > ! !'H'l 
!='C!RMf'lT ( t 0 X , I 1 0 ) 

















IF C < • NOT. Y ) • i"INO. < • NOT. Z ) > 
HS 1,,,.NS 
L2.,..,4::: 







'.'M """P1•1MC 1 + 1•1M 









RE~·J! !'~D t 
RE='l·J I ND 6 
END IF 




































505 FOF:M!H < 2!5) 
!JO ·~o J.,...1, NR 
READC4,505,REC=L> Ml,M2 
L""L+1 
!F(N1.NE.M1> GO TO 20 
!FCN2.NE.M2> GO TO 20 
GO TO 22 
:2(~ C:?J!'lT I N!JE 
22 JJ~L-1-LNUM-NV 
L""LN!.!M+N1J+l 
DO 30 1"!"""1, NR 
RE~DC4,505,REC=L> M1,M2 
L""L+l 
IFCN1.NE.M2> GO TO 30 
!FCN2.NE.M1) GO TO 30 
GO TO 32 











:~:!_!B!=:OUT T !'.IE TF.F:M < Y t), DT, Y > 
D!M~NSTON NTABLEC2,10) 
!.. OG T C: AL.*::::: Y 
[!Tt~t:!T~:t~). ~) 
!DT.,...!NT<DT1) 
! DTt....,. T. ~ff< DT) i!· 10 
!COL.,,.,IDT+l-IDT1 
T I:" f V \ 'T'UC'Jl.I 
.. ' ~ •. • • t ,.._ ... 
L.~~~ ~ T'DT / 1 !) ) -5 
c::'I C'-
·-·-····· ... 
! D1"~< !T."!T / 10 )-1 










l·JF: IT~ (·!!-I '::'1(!0) 
900 FORM0T(~ ENTFR THE TOTAL. vnRIABLE MAINTENnNCE COST FROM THE PREVIO 
+u:::: ::;:OU.!T 1 ON,. > 
F:Et~!~!-!!-,-!<:) TVM1 
C:f~L!... !·•!f:!\.1!:: 
~-JF~ I Tf:'.-': ~ ·~, '?(~ 1 ) 
901 FOP~0T!~ ENTER THE TOTnL FIXED M~?NTENANCE COST FROM THE PREVIOUS 
+:;~f)~ __ !_!"T" ! (!!'-J .. ~·) 
Pr:r~n < ·~, ·~·' TFM 1 
Cf':U.. M!:!1.JE 
!·JP In-::: ( -1-, 902.) 
902 FORM~T(~ ENTER THE TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION COST FROM THE PREVIOUS SOL 
-f-!.!T TC!~.! ... ~ 
Rr::t'!P(*,*) TRC:!. 
. !·JP!T!? ( *, 908) .. 
908 FORMnTc~ ENTER THE TOTAL RESURFACING COST FROM THE PREVIOUS SOLUTI 
+(!!'J ~· ) 
R~f'.':D l *, ~·) Tr.:::;1 
CtiL ! . M0\.1!=:'. 
l-!F: T Tf: ( ·M.-, '?0 'l ) 90~ FORMAT(~ ENTER THE TOTAL vnLUE CF LAND FROM THE PREV!OUS SOLUTION~ 
+\ 
PF.f';f! ( *, *) TVLJ 
!::f~L !... !Vi(!~.,'~ 
~·JR Y. TE ~ *, ·;>~)5 ) 
905 FORM~T(~ ENTER THE TOTnL BRTDGE MAINTENANCE COST FROM THE PREVIOUS 
+ :::nU.!T 1 O!'V ~ 
RE~l:! ~ ~ ., *) TMCB :t 
!::1:!. ! . M!J'.'E 
l·JF: I TF:: < *, '?(>.'- ) 
,/ ' 
95 
·~".)6 FOF:!•!(1T ( .· ENTER THE TOTt"lL TRAVEL COST FROM. THE PREV I ou:; :::'.:OLUT I ON,. ) 
REf\D ( -~, ~). CTOT1 
C:AL. !_ !"'!(1t.,1E: 
!tlR ITF: ( * , 8'?0 ) 
890 FORMAT(~ ENTER THE PRIVnTE DRIVE MAJNTENnNCE COST FROM THE PREVIOU 
0 1':1 f 
•.,I ..... 
+!3 !S!JL t.!T ! (!!'J ... ) 
RC"A!}~~ 1 ~) PFM1 
l·JF: ! TE ': ·~ ., :~·? 1 ) 
FCRM~T!' ENTER THE 
+!CUS SOLUTION'> 
REf.'i!:! ~ *, *) PF:EC: 1 
CALL MC1'.'E 
L~JR ! TC~ ·?1 
1 
:;:·~,~~ > 
PRIVATE DRIVE RECONSTRUCTION COST C"C•1-1M t l ,._. t THE PREV 
89~ FORMAT!' ENTER THE PRIVATE DRIVE BRIDGE MAINTENANCE COST FROM THE 
+PREVIC!US: S!JUJT!!JN'" > 








nr--T1-· i -Ti"' ,._,.._... ...... . •., .. 
DPFM,....PF!v! 1-F'FM 
noocr-,....ooc~1-ooc:-~ 





D',.'L~T~ ... ·'! .. -T','!. .. 1 
CT1~TCJ+TPD1+TVL1 
CT~TC>+-TPD+Tt,.'L 
DCT~rx: +TD+ !)'il 
DT!JT-CT!JT-CTOT 1 
RAT~[!TC!T /Df;T 
1.10 T TC I·':) or,...,\ 




907 FORMAT(~0NNUAL COSTS OF KEEPING THE ROADS',9X,'PREVIOUS',8X,~cuRRE 
+NT',9X,'CH~NGE'> 
~-JR!TE<:3, ·:;>t.:t' 
l·JR I TE < :~:, ':;''08 ) 
J 
96 
908 FORM0T 1 ~ COSTS TO THE cnUNTY') 
t·JR T.TF: \ :? > •;>(:. t ~ 
WR!TE!?,909) TVM1,TVM,DVM 
+ ~ 1 • ·2 , :.:! )'~ > ... $ ~· , F 1 ! . ·2 ) 
WR!TE!2,910) TFM!,TFM,DFM 




1:"J ., • ., 
.· ........ 
WR!TE!8,911> TRC!,TRC,DRC 
FORM~T<3X,'TOTnL RECONSTRUCTION COST',7X,8F15.2) 
WRITE!3,912) TRS1,TRS,DRS 
:-or=:M(1T •.: .::-:1:' '"TOTf':L RE::::UF:Fnc !NG C!JST .... 10X. 8Ft 5. 2) 
WR!TE(3 1 9J8) TMCB1,TMCB,DMCB 
FORMAT 1 8X,'TOTnL BRIDGE MAINTENANCE COST',3X,8F15.2) 
UF: T Tt.:: ( :::: , ·~'.1:-.. !. l 
WRITE!8,911) TCt,T~,DC 
914 FORM~T!7X,'TOTAL COST TO THE COUNTY ... ,~X,3X,'S',Fi1.2,3X, ... S',F11.2, 
+;:;: x 1 ... $ .·· , :.:-- .! .1 • :: ) 
l..JR!Tr::::c:::,9(·.:!.) 
!.-H~ I Ti:: ( :;:: , ·? 15) 
915 FOPM~T!' COSTS TO PRIVATE DRIVES') 
~·lF~ ! T~ ·: :;.~ > ·:;:1 /:. t ~ 
WRTTE!2,916> PFM1,PFM,DPFM 
WR!T~'8,9!7J PR~C1,PPEC,DPREC 
917 FORM~T!3X,'TOT~L RECONSTRUCTION COST',7X,2F15.2) 
WRTTE!3,918) PMCB1,PMCB,DPMCB 
918 ~ORM0T(2X,'TOTAL BRIDGE MA!NTENnNCE COST',3X,8F15.2> 
L·JP I TE ~ :? , ·~· f:. ! ) 
WRITE!3,91?> TPD1,TPD,TD 
919 FCRMAT!7X,'TOTAL COST TO PRIVATE DR!VES',8X,'9',F11.2,2X,'$ ... ,F11.2 
•::')·-, 1 
, ....... 
+ 1 3X, ··· ~ ... , F 1 t. ~! > 
l.JRIT!=.(3,·:;"•!:·1) 
w=: r TE< 3, ·?: 1 > Tt.'L l , T'.'L, D'.'L 
FORMnTc~ TOTAL NET VALUE OF LAND',11X,3X,'$ ... ,Fl1.2,8X,'S',F11.2,3X 
+., ,.$,,. ~~=! l.~::) 
L..JR!T!;:=:(~~:, ';''61) 
~~!=~I TE ( :~~ , ·~1 /:. :t > 
WRTTE!3,922> DCT 
922 FORM~T!~CHANGE IN TOTnL COST OF KEEPING THE ROADS',2~X,8X,'$',F11. 
+2) 
l·JR I TE: \ 3, ';°'.~. ! ) 
~-JR I TF-: ( :;: ., 9.=.1) 
~~RI TE ~ :3 1 ·~1 ~. 1 ) 
~·JF: I TE '; :·3 , ·~·2:3 > 
·923 FORM~TC~ANNUAL BENEFITS OF KEEPING THE ROADS',7X,'CURRENT ... ,7X, ... PRE 
L·Jr-: I TC <:3 , '? 1:.1 > 
WRITF<8,924) CTOT,CTOT1,DTOT 
924 FORM~T(8X,'TOTAL TRAVEL COST',15X,3X, ... S',F11.2,3X,'$',F11.2,3X,F11 
+ • .2) 
L·H=:ITE~:~, ·?61) 
~·JR! T!'.; ( :;: , •? 6 t ) 
l·!R IT:;:: ( 3, •'1.(-:, l) 
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